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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny. with a
high near 84. Calm wind
becoming south around 6 mph.
Wednesday Night: Clear.
with a low around 61. South
wind between 3 and 5 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 90. South wind between 6
and 11 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 69.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 92. South southwest wind
between 6 and 13 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 68. South
southwest wind around 6 mph
becoming calm.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 92.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE i Ledger & Times
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. talks with Deputy
Clerk Lynn Paschall Tuesday evening as precinct
captains line up on the top floor of the courthouse to deliver
their vote totals. Coursey reported that the turnout
for the primary election was 6 percent of registered voters.

Coursey reports 6 percent
turnout for primary election
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Approximately 6 percent of registered Calloway County voters showed
up at the polls for Tuesday's primary
election, making for an even lower
turnout than County Clerk Ray
Coursey had expected.
With Congressman Ed Whitfield
facing no challenger for Kentucky's
1st District seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives, and the Republican
race for president all but settled on
Mitt Romney, GOP voters didn't have
much at stake in Tuesday's election.
With no one of the same party running
against President Barack °barna,
Democrats only had to choose a nominee to run for Whitfield's seat.
Last week, Coursey had predicted 810 percent turnout, while Kentucky
Secretary of State Alison Lundergan

Grimes predicted about 10 percent
In Calloway County, 360 of 534
statewide. According to the unofficial Republican voters - or
67.42 percent
results filed with the Kentucky State - voted for Romney. Paul
was the runBoard of Elections, only 1,516 of ner-up with 71 votes, or 13.3
percent.
25,275 registered Calloway County Santorum received 56 votes
- 10.49
voters went to the polls Tuesday.
percent - and Gingrich received 29
As of 10:15 p.m. Central time votes, or 5.43 percent. Eighteen
voters
Tuesday, with 119 of 120 counties 3.37
percent
voted
reporting, the statewide turnout was "Uncommitted."
approximately 13.81 percent. At that
A total of 119,284 out of 206,195
time, it was reported that 411,685 of Kentucky Democrats - 57.85 percent
2,980,009 registered voters voted.
- cast their votes for Obama in the
Romney
won the
Kentucky uncontested primary, while 86,911 Republican presidential primary with or 42.15 - voted "Uncommitted."
117,599 votes, or 66.77 percent. Ron
Charles Kendall Hatchett of Benton
Paul was the runner-up with 22,071 won the Democratic nomination for
votes, or 12.53 percent. Rick Kentucky's 1st District with 19,127 of
Santorum received 15,628 votes - 32,366 votes cast, or 59.1 percent.
8.87 percent - and Newt Gingrich James Buckmaster of Henderson
received 10,479 votes, or 5.95 per- received 13,239 votes, or 40.9 percent. A total of 10,356 voters - 5.88
percent - voted "Uncommitted."
•See Page 2A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Terri McDonald remembers
the moment like it was yesterday, even though it was 35
years ago.
"It was like a dream come
true, but we could not move,"
McDonald recalled Tuesday of
when she and fellow members
of the Murray High School
Tiger Band learned they had
won a national championship
while standing at attention and
not being able to openly react
at
the
University
of
Wisconsin-Whitewater
in
1977. "Finally, (director) Joe
Fields gave the call out of
attention, and we just cried and
hung on to each other."
That moment, along with
many others are sure to be part
of "The Way We Were" week-

Iteet ler l,_.

end for Tiger Band alumni
from 1972-82 June 8-9. The
main event will be a reunion at
the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum at Murray State
University from 6 to 9 p.m. on
the 9th.
"I was band president and
soloist and that is still one of
the most memorable times of
my life," said McDonald from
her home in Eunice, Fla. "But
it has also impacted the lives
of so many people who were
part of it to this day."
Murray
High
upended
defending champion Live Oak
(Calif.) to win the overall competition and claim the national
title by just one-tenth of a
point. The Tiger Band also
won best brass, best marching

See Page 2A

See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT ?' Ledger & Times
POOL PREP: Mike Sykes, aquatics director for Murray-Calloway County Parks
& Recreation,
uses a long-handled sponge to remove debris from the bottom of the pool at Murray-Ca
lloway
County Central Park Tuesday afternoon. Preparations are underway for the
opening of the
pool Saturday. Pool hours will be from noon to 7 p.m. Mondays through Saturda
ys and 1 to
6 p.m. Sundays. Prices vary. Phone 762-0325 for more information.
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By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority
Board has approved a 2012-2013 fiscal
year budget that trims costs for a leaner
transit system.
Budget discussions topped the agenda for
the board's regular meeting Tuesday at the
transit office. Cost cutting measures that
will be implemented July 1 will save an
estimated $63,400, said Bjarne Hansen,
MCTA executive director. Significant savings come from a reduction in salaries and
benefits for administrative personnel, and a
rebidding of vehicle insurance that reduces
the transit authority's annual vehicle insurance payment by more than $10,000.
Reductions in salaries and benefits will
save more than $50,000 a year. Jeanne
Mathis, board chair, said letters have been
sent out notifying effected employees of
cuts in hours and benefits as of July I.
Additional savings could come from fuel
costs, which have been budgeted $21,000
over expected spending.
The total operating budget is $913,476,
compared to the 2011-2012 budget of
$940,406. The budget does not include
grants for capital improvements in the
coming year, such as funds for sidewalks,
new buses and a GPS system, said Hansen.
MCTA had expected to have to take over
the responsibility of processing its own
payroll beginning in the 2012-2013 fiscal
year. The city of Murray has carried payroll for MCTA, the Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau and Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation, but had
planned to stop doing so to save money.
Alan Lanier, city finance director, said
because there is some concern about how
changing the payroll system will effect
retirement, the city has chosen to continue
to perform payroll functions for the three
organizations for the foreseeable future.
"Any standing,protocol we have in place,
for example, carrying a couple of payrolls
in arrears, we should be able to continue to
do that, as long as we, on this board's part,
keep a good faith effort to stay somewhat
current," said Lanier.
Board member Jennifer Morris said
MCTA should make every effort to not

MHS Band narl champs
to gather for reunion
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By SARAH TREBEFtG
Special to the Ledger
As years come and go, some
things only get better with time.
This year the Freedom Fest
board has announced that the
Freedom Fest celebration will
be June 29 through July I.
"The Best of Freedom Fest" is
the theme for the 25th annual
event. For a quarter of a century, Freedom Fest has brought
joy and laugher to residents of
the Murray community.
The Freedom Fest board
would not be able to have this
wonderful celebration if it were
not for support from Briggs and
Stratton. Therefore, Freedom
Fest is honored to have Briggs
and Stratton as the Grand
Marshals for the FNB Bank
parade, it was reported.
"Freedom Fest is a celebration
for the community. This year
we would be thrilled for as
many as possible to be a part of
the parade. Let's pay tribute and
give thanks to Briggs and
Stratton for faithfully contributing each year to the success of
Freedom Fest," said Erin
Carrico, director of the Murray
Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau.
The parade will have a Crowd
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•MCTA...
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8 Times
'GOOD TO SEE YOU!': Janice Rose, a precinct clerk, and Becky Smith, a precinct judge,
watch one voter obtain proper identification as another also stands in line Tuesday inside
Murray Precinct 4 at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Multiple voters at the same time was a
welcome sight for the precinct workers at Glendale and throughout Calloway County Tuesday
on a day where turnout was expected to be very low with only the primaries for president and
U.S. House of Representatives on the ballot.

III Primary election.

••

From Front
cent.
A total of 958 Calloway
County Democrats voted in the
presidential primary, with

Obama receiving exactly half of
479
Only
votes.
those
Democrats voted for the president, while the other 479 voted
"Uncommitted."
A total of 844 votes were cast

in Calloway County for the 1st
District House race. Hatchett
also received the majority of
votes in Calloway County, with
566 - or 67.06 percent - cast.
Buckmaster received 278 votes,
or 32.94 percent.

Romney adds to delegate lead with Kentucky win
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mitt
Romney won the Kentucky
Republican presidential primary
Tuesday, inching closer to the
GOP nomination for president.
With no serious opposition
left, the former Massachusetts
governor easily won the contest,
claiming all 42 delegates at
stake in Kentucky. Texas Rep.
Ron Paul fell short of the 15 percent of the vote needed to win
any delegates.

Voters also went polls in al election mode for weeks. He's
Arkansas, with 33 delegates at been spending much of his time
stake in that state.
fundraising and focusing on
Romney has 1,034 delegates, Democratic President Barack
leaving him 110 shy of the 1,144 Obazna.
delegates needed to win the
As voters in the two Southern
GOP nomination for president. states weighed in, Romney
If he continues to dominate,
planned to spend Tuesday
Romney will reach the magic
at a campaign fundraisevening
number next week, when voters
York before an
New
in
er
in Texas go to the polls.
Wednesday in
appearance
party
the
of
Virtually assured
nod, Romney has been in gener- Washington to deliver a speech.

•Reunion...
having won something and
they'd break into applause.
"But when I came out of the
and best drum majors honors, as
stands before I told them to
well as the Class A title.
Fields, reached Tuesday in stand down, there was not a dry
Brownsville, Tenn., said the '77 eye in that line."
Fields said an advantage he
title, was born from a simple
felt Murray had in Whitewater
sequence of events.
"The success we had was a was in experience and maturity.
result of the right group of peo- The nationals were in June, after
ple coming together at the right Murray High seniors had gradutime at the right place. It was ated, yet every senior band
just magical." he said, explain- member participated.
"Also, we were one of the
ing that the discipline the band
displayed during the awards only bands in our area that used
ceremony that night was by freshmen so by the time of the
design."They were a highly dis- nationals, they were older and
ciplined group and they knew much more mature."
not to get out of attention.
An interesting twist on this
Meanwhile, you had other story is what has happened to
bands that were announced as

From Front

Fields since his band directing
days ended. He is now marketing director for the publishing
company of famed bass fishing
personality Bill Dance in
Brownsville and said many of
the band members have found
similar success.
"That's the great part is that so
many of these kids have applied
what they learned to their lives,"
he said.
A golf outing, gatherings at
the Big Apple Cafe and Dairy
Queen and other activities are
also planned. A donation of $15
is requested for the reunion program at Wrather. All proceeds
will go to the Murray High
band's Program of Excellence.

allow more than two payroll
payments in arrears in the coming fiscal year, as a showing of
good will toward the city for its
willingness to continue to
process payroll.
The board also approved a
recommendation by the finance
committee to allow Hansen and
Mathis to draw up to an additional $50,000 on the MCTA's
line of credit at The Murray
Bank to meet operation expenses for the remainder of the current fiscal year. The move will
mean the authority will be using
$183,000 of a possible
$200,000 available through its
line of credit.
In other business:
•The board convened in executive session to discuss property, and decided in open session
to resurvey its land holdings for
potential sale.
• Discussions continued on
ways to make the Blue Route a
more efficient part of the route
system. The Blue Route has the
lowest ridership volume of the
route buses. Hansen said that in
response to public continent on
May I I. a larger vehicle %.+, I II .be
put back on the route, and
MCTA will consider reducing
the frequency of stops.
• Hansen reported a net
income loss for the month of
April of S43,700.51.
• Hansen reported ridership in
April was down 1,285 rides
from the same time last year.

Auction claims it's selling
vial with Reagan blood
LONDON (AP) - A Channel
Islands auction house says it's
selling a vial that allegedly contains blood residue from
Ronald Reagan — a move
denounced Tuesday by the late
U.S. president's foundation.
The vial being auctioned
online was used by the laboratory that tested Reagan's blood
when he was hospitalized after
a 1981 assassination attempt in
Washington, the PFCAuctions
house said.
John Heubusch, executive
director of the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Foundation in
California, condemned the auction and vowed to try to halt it.
Bidding for the vial had passed
the 7,000-pound ($11,000)
mark Tuesday, the house said,
and the auction ends Thursday.
"If indeed this story is true,
it's a craven act and we will use
every legal means to stop its
sale or purchase," Heubusch
said in a statement. "We've
spoken to GW (George
Washington) Hospital and are
assured an investigation as to
how something like this could
possibly happen is underway.

Dash for the Dogs & Cats
to be held June 2 at CCHS
on Jones Sparkman Road and
Special to the ledger
loops back to the high school.
Alumni
Tomorrow
Leadership
for
The one-mile dog walk route
Dash
fifth
the
sponsoring
is
the Dogs & Cats, a 5K run and is around the Calloway County
15/40 mile bike ride, to benefit High School campus. All events
the Humane Society's Friends of begin and end at the high
the Shelter and Good Samaritan school. The bike route is suitprograms.
able for any level of cyclist and
The Dash for the Dogs & Cats the 5K route is mostly flat teris Saturday, June 2, at Calloway rain.
County High School. 2108
Leadership Tomorrow has
College Farm Road, Murray. donated more than $10,000 to
Check-in and on-site registrathe Friends of the Shelter and
tion for the 15/40 bike ride and
Good Samaritan programs from
5K run begins at 7 a.m. with a
previous four events.
mass start at 7:30 a.m. for bikers the
Tomorrow is a proLeadership
and 8:30 a.m. for runners.
leadership,
develop
to
gram
Alumni
Tomorrow
Leadership
y,
community
responsibilit
raise
civic
to
event
the
holding
is
funds and awareness of the service and provide opportuniFriends of the Shelter and Good ties for interaction between parSamaritan programs.
ticipants and community leadRegistration for all events is ers/decision makers and is open
$20 per-event, per-person by by application to juniors and
Friday, May 25, or $25 the day seniors at Murray and Calloway
of the event. To guarantee that County High Schools.
you receive an event T-shirt,
Sherry Purdom, Leadership
you must pre-register by Friday.
director, is excited to
Tomorrow
May 25. There will be limited
with Leadership
participate
availability of shirts for those
in an event
graduates
Tomorrow
was
it
who register onsite,
it forward
"pay
a
allows
that
reported.
the
for
coummuni"
opportunity,
Registration forms are available at the Humane Society ty. "As the new director of this
office at the Weaks Community group of bright future leaders, it
Center from 10 am to 3 pm, is an honor to help our
Monday through Thursday, Leadership Tomorrow students
Gear Up Cycles, 102 N. 15th. work with our community and
St., Murray and at the Murray- help raise awareness and funds
of for our Humane Society,'
Chamber
Calloway
Commerce at 805 N. 12th St., Purdom said.
Murray, and are on the Humane
"The Dash for the Dogs &
at
website
Society
Cats has benefited hundreds of
www.ForThePets.org.
animals in need. We have been
Sponsorships are available at
able to provide veterinary care
two levels. For a $50 sponsorhomes for sick and
ship, your name/business will and then find
as well as spayanimals,
injured
and
T-shirt
be listed on the event
you receive one event entry and ing and neutering shelter pets,
for a $100 sponsorship your making them more adoptable,"
name will appear on the T-shirt explained Humane Society
in bold and includes two event Executive Director Kathy
entries. To sign up as a sponsor, Hodge. "Because of the stuLeadership dents, participants,- sponsors
any
contact
Tomorrow Alumni, the Humane and volunteers, animals' lives
Society at (270) 759-1884 or are saved that would have been
Sherry Purdom at (270) 753- lost."
4363. Deadline for sponsorships
For additional event informais Friday, May 25;
Purdom,
contact
tion,
Detailed maps for the 15-mile
director,
Tomorrow
Leadership
and 40-mile bike routes are on
contact
or
753-4363
(270)
at
the Humane Society website at
humane--.
at
Society
the-Humane
www.ForThePets.org. The 5K
run begins at Calloway County society@murray-ky.net or 270at
or
High School and heads west on 759-1884
College Farm Road. It continues www.ForThePets.org.
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•Freedom Fest...
From Front
Favorite Award for 1st, 2nd and
3rd places. "The crowd decides
who gets the esteemed privilege
of being the favorite. At the
beginning of the parade information containing how to vote
will be displayed on a banner,"
she said.
Individuals and groups interested
in being a pan of the parade can

download an application from
www.tourmurray.com or call
270.759.2199. Participation is free
and the deadline to turn in an application is Friday, June IS. Late
applications will not be accepted.
For a complete schedule of
Freedom Fest activities visit
www.tourmurray.com or like
Freedom Fest on Facebook.

HEARING Loss?
Now
accepting new
patients!

3- SUM-ME
The Center for Health and Wellnes•. and -thunderbolt Aquatics are teaming up lo
offer summer swim lessons under the direction of Rich Tohergte,
Head Coach of the Murras Youth Swim Team,

CLASSES AVAILABLE
JUNE 4 - JUNE 22

JUNE 25 - JULY 13

JULY 16 - AUGUST 3

Audiology & Hearing
Center is AudigyCertifiedAs the most experienced
Doctor ofAudiology in
Western Kentucky, Dr. Tony

*BABY/TODDLER & PRE-SCHOOL
Explore the water, learn primary skills, and begin stroke
development Adult/child classes are available for infants
or toddlers who need an adult in the water with them

Tony Milliano, Au.!).
Doctor ofAudiology

Million° has the education,
experience and knowledge
to provide sound solutions
for your life.

*SCHOOL AGE
Improve stroke development and refinement.

When you trust us with your hearing,
you don't just get hearing devices, you get

Depending on level, class meets 2-3 times per week for thr t.e week
Class times available are from 3 30 pm - 530 pm
for Health 8. Wellutes!,
• Mtirra KY • :t/U 761
lufT

ig

Service Excellence
Guarantee in Writing.

g_f Complimentary
75-Day Trial.

We service all hearing
aids, no matter where
you purchased them!

ffil 3-Year Warranty.'
(S4 3-Year Loss and
Damage Insurance*
Fig 3-Years Free Batteries•

We accept and file
your insurance.

*Om*NIA ohr piedbow el *XS 7 or 9

ZiatilasIZITZ7 888.717.0030
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to sin* up, 0* raft Melt tAtiONNI•TiONI *SOOT TVA SWIM CLASSES, CAI
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Unionists called for neutrality
within the Union.
The Unionists believed that
the longer Kentucky stayed in
the Union, in whatever stance,
By BERRY CRAIG
Baltimore, after the less less likely Bluegrass
On this date in 1862, Circuit
which the party State would be
to join the
Judge Rufus King Williams of• split
into Confederacy.
Mayfield was campaigning for
Northern and
After both sides invaded
the Court of Appeals, then the
Southern facKentucky in September, 1861-highest court in Kentucky.
tions.
the Confederates first--the
Election day was Aug. 4.
Southern
Unionist-majority legislature
As usual, Williams was stepDemocrat John
embraced the Union war effort
•
ping to a different drummer. He
C. Breckiriridge and
put border state Kentucky
of
Kentucky
was a devout Unionist, though
officially
on the Northern side.
carried Graves
the great majority of voters in Craig
To
Kentucky
Unionists,
County (and
the Jackson Purchase, the westWilliams was a hero for sticking
the
Purchase)
in the presidential
ern end of the Fourth Appellate
by the Stars and Stripes in the
District, were ardently pro- election of 1860. Williams
only
part of the state where most
ended
supporting Northern
Confederate.
citizens
preferred the Stars and
Democrat
Stephen
A. Douglas.
Williams did more than talk
Bars.
In
December,
1860,
Williams
Union. He helped sign up volOn the other hand, a majority
also backed Kentucky Sen.
unteers for the Union army, but
of his fellow Graves countians-John
Jordan
Crittenden's
with only limited success in the
famous eleventh-hour compro- indeed all secessionists--considPurchase.
mise he hoped would save the ered him a traitor and a villain,
Nonetheless, Williams was a
especially for encouraging men
Union.
Democrat like most Graves
In 1861, a majority
of to enlist .with the blue- clad
countians of his day. He was a
Graves countians came out for "Abolition Invaders."
delegate to the fractious 1860
"With a full knowledge that
Kentucky's secession. At first,
Democratic national conven- Williams and
other Kentucky, nine-tenths of the people who
tions
Charleston
and
elevated him to office are heart

Mayfield judge stepped to his own drummer

and soul with the Confederate
States, holding onto his office as
judge, he is endeavoring to prostitute that high place, to aid in
recruiting Lincoln forces." the
fiercely
pro-Confederate
Louisville Courier editorialized.
"Whatever may be the issue of
our unhappy difficulties, he is
doomed. Nothing but curses and
execrations will ever greet his
ear from his old friends and constituents."
- Bern Craig is a professor of
history at West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College in Paducah and is the
author of True Tales ofOld-lime
Kentucky Politics: Bombast,
Bourbon and Burgoo, Hidden
History of Kentucky in the Civil
War, Hidden
History of
Kentucky Soldiers and Hidden
History of Western Kentucky.
The books are being sold to
raise money for scholarships at
WKCTC. They are available by
contacting Craig by phone at
(270) 534-3270 or by email at
berry.craig@kctcs.edu.

Photo provided
Pictured is a 17-foot Bass Tracker Grizzly that was reported
stolen Tuesday morning from Town and Country Yamaha on
Ky. 94 East.

KSP reports local boat theft
Staff Nowt
Kentucky State Police are
investigating the theft of an aluminum fishing boat from a business east of Murray on Ky. 94
East.
According to KSP spokesman
Dean Patterson, the theft is
believed to have taken place
sometime between 5-8 a.m.
Tuesday at Town and Country
Yamaha. The boat is described

as a green, I7-foot Bass Tracker
Grizzly. Attached to the vessel
was a 50-horsepower Mercury
outboard motor. The boat was
mounted on a matching green
trailer, which was also taken.
Anyone with information
regarding the theft is asked to
contact Trooper Russell Boyd
with KSP at (270) 856-3721.
Callers may remain anonymous.
a'
a
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LIONS CLUB RECOGNIZES PEACE OFFICERS: The Lions Club recently held its annual "Peace Officer Night" of
recognizing the outstanding officer from each of the six law enforcement and fire department agencies that serve Calloway
County.
Pictured, from left, are Deputy Sheriff Danny Williams (recipient), Sheriff Bill Marcum (supervisor), Kentucky
State Police
Trooper James Martin (recipient), KSP Captain Nathan Kent (supervisor), Calloway County Fire Rescue Chief Tommy
Morgan
(supervisor), Murray Police Department Chief Jeff Lyles (supervisor), CC Fire Rescue Capt. Robert Carpenter
(front, recipient), MPD Officer Jay Herndon (rear, recipient), Murray State University Public Safety Officer Rick Mehlebauer (recipient),
MSU Chief David DeVoss (supervisor), Murray Fire Chief Eric Pologruto (supervisor). and MFD Lt. Kevin Doyle (recipient,
with
daughter).
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Offer ends in 30 days. Offer available to new residential customers and current residential customers with one product in Time Warner Cable serviceable areas who order/upgrade to the advertised

$89.99 Triple Play bundle, which includes Digital TV,HD-OVR service,Standard Internet and Home Phone Unlimited Nationwide Offer includes HO-DVR service for 1 box,additional equipment fees apply.
HD-DVR offer not valid for customers with current HD-DVR service. After promotional period, regular monthly rates in effect at that time will apply. Additional charges apply for phone activation fee,
Directory Assistance,Operator Services and calls to international locations. Lease of a modem or purchase of an approved modem required for Internet service. Approved modems can be found at twc.
com/approveddevices. Additional charges apply for additional services not included in packages,installation equipment,applicable taxes and fees. Time Warner Cable reserves the right to discontinue
any feature or offer at any time. Offer valid for customers who have not had a promotional offer in the past six months and/or are not in a non-pay account status Offer is not transferable and may not be
combined with any other offer. All services and offers are not available in all areas.Subject to change without notice.Some restrictions apply All trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.
2012 Time Warner Cable Inc. All rights reserved. Time Warner Cable and the eve/ear logo are trademarks of Time Warner Inc. Used under license.
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Obituaries
Nancy Ann Sammons Girardot
Nancy Ann Sammons Girardot, of Forney, Texas, formerly
of Murray. Ky., died Sunday. May 20, 2012, at her home.
Mrs. Girardot was born Nov. 28, 1934, in Murray. She was
a pre-school teacher and was of the Methodist faith, and was
a long time member of First Methodist Church in Murray.
She was also a 1955 graduate of Murray State
University.
She was preceded in death by her parents.
John Thomas and Margret Lois Ross
Sammons; one daughter, Dina Girardot; two
sisters, Hazel Crenshaw and Rachael
Winograd; and three brothers, Thomas, John
and Jean Paul Sammons.
She is survived by her husband, Dean
Girardot, of Forney, Texas; one son, Stan
Giredot
Girardot and wife, Kimberly. of Forney,
Texas; two sisters, Lois Sullivan and husband, Charles, of
Sand Springs, Okla., and Sara Lee Vaughn and husband.
Richard, of Nashville, Tenn.
Funeral service will be held Thursday, May 24, 2012, at 1
p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate
and burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to Alzheimer's Association, Kaden Tower, 6100
Dutchman's Ln., Ste 401, Louisville. KY 40205-3284.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

A meniorial service tor Rachel Diane Sledd, 31, of Paducah, Ky.,
will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday, May 23, 2012, at Milner and OR
Funeral Home of Paducah. Richard Romain will officiate. Friends
may call after noon on Wednesday at the funeral home.
She died at 1:31 a.m. Sunday, May 20, 2012, at Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah.
She was a Christian and was self-employed as a personal caregiver.
She was preceded in death by her father, Eddy Melson Jr. and her
step-father, Michael Coomer.
She is survived by one daughter, Andrea Paige Tubbs, of
Paducah; one son, Charles Nathanial Tubbs, of Paducah; her mother, Mildred Brindley Coomer, of Paducah; five sisters, Terri Ann
Nguyen, of Frankfort, Chrystal Tabor, of Paducah, Angela Wilson.
of Paducah, Karli Poindexter, of Elon, N.C., and Katy Coomer, of
Murray; one brother, Matthew Coomer, of Paducah; several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner and Orr Funeral Home
in Paducah.

Joplin remembers deadly tornado

ALAN SCHER ZAGIER
Associated Press
JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) Carrying small American flags
and wearing T-shirts bearing the
names of friends and loved ones
who died when a massive tornado tore through Joplin one year
ago, thousands of people made a
somber march Tuesday through
some of the town's hardest-hit
neighborhoods.
Residents and officials ore
Joe Lane Grogan
dedicated to remembering their
Graveside services for Joe Lane Grogan, 70, of Murray,
losses but are also committed to
Ky.,will be held 'at 11 a.m. Wednesday, May 23, 2012, at what is certain to be
a long, slow
Fossert Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 9-10:30 a.m. recovery from a tornado that
Wednesday at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
killed 161 people and injured
Mr. Grogan died Saturday. May 19, 2012, at Western State hundreds of others. The stoon
last May wiped away entire
Nursing Facility in Hopkinsville.
neighborhoods in the city of
He was born June 24, 1941, in Calloway County.
50,000,
destroyed Joplin's only
He was preceded in death by his parents, Garrett Oatman
public high school and left
Grogan and Mattie Cleo Cherry Grogan; and one brother, behind a
ghastly moonscape of.
Roby Gus Grogan.
block after city block of foundaHe is survived by one sister, Vera Miller and husband, tions wiped clean of their strucVolin, of Warren. Mich.; several nieces, nephews and tures.
"It's been i roller-coaster type cousins.
year. Extremely high highs and
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral lots of low lows,'
said Debbie
Home & Cremitory.
Fort, the principal of Erving
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Elementary School, which has
been operating out of temporary
facilities.
"It's important that we take a
moment to reflect and remember," she said. "But it's a new
chapter in our lives. This really
signifies our future, the future of
Joplin."
Signs of the challenges ahead
were plentiful on the 4-mile
"Walk of Unity," from the glaring absence of century-old trees
in the city's central neighborhoods to the ghostly shell of St.
John's Regional Medical Center,
which formed a stark backdrop
at a late afternoon memorial
service marked by a moment of
silence at 5:41 pm.-the exact
time the tornado hit.
"There is not a handbook out
there that says,'Here's how you
develop a community that has
an 8-mile-long, 25 to 30 cityblock wide swath of area that
has basically lost everything,'"
said David Wallace, a Texas
developer whose firm was hired
by the city to oversee Joplin's
rebuilding plan.
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Bobby Pritchett
Funeral services for Bobby Pritchett, 74, of Dexter, Ky., will be
held at 5 p.m. Wednesday, May 23, 2012, at Imes-Miller Funeral
Home. Pastor Richard Burkeen will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Stewart Cemetery. The family will receive visitors from 2 p.m.
until funeral hour on Wednesday.
Mr. Pritchett died Monday. May 21,2012,at Paris Manor Nursing
Home.
Born Dec. 12, 1937, he was a former employee of Tappan for 25
years and also worked at Lassiter Plaster in Murray. Mr. Pritchett
was an avid hunter and fast-pitch softball player, and also attended
the Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church.
Mr. Pritchett was preceded in death by his parents, Euel and
Estelle Duncan Pritchett, one sister, Virginal Nell Puckett; and
infant granddaughter, Katie Gean Pritchett.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Enola Mae Holsapple Pritchett;
one son, Mark Pritchett and wife, Jinny, of Paris, Tenn.; and two
grandchildren, Devin and Aubrie Pritchett.
Serving as pallbearers will be Harry Henderson, Maxie Puckett,
Kenneth Puckett, Maxo Puckett, Johnny Garland and Wayne
Hammonds. Honorary pallbearers will the old hunting buddies and
members of the Liar's Table in Hardin.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
the St. Judes Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place.
Memphis, TN 38105. Arrangements are being handled by ImesMiller Funeral Home & Crematory.
This is a paid obituary.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)
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Joseph C. Bixby. 74, of Dexter, Ky., died Sunday, May 20, 2012,
at his home.
Mr. Bixby was born in Mc Gran, Pa., on Sept. 4, 1937, to the late
Joseph Calvin Bixby and Ruby Allshouse Bixby. He retired after 31
years with General Motors and was a Navy veteran of the Korean Conflict.
He is survived by his wife, Hollie Bixby. of
Murray, to whom he married July 10, 1993; two
daughters, Kimberly Joy Vogel, of Eugene. One.,
and Richele Lynn Thrift-Canale, of Dexter; two
Sons, Joseph Calvin Bixby, Jr. of Milan. Mich., and Donald Eugene
Thrift, of Dexter; one sister, Pat Mikita and husband, John, of Enon
Valley, Pa.; one brother, George Morris and wife, Cindy, of Abilene.
Texas; three grandchildren, Steven Vokovich, Ethan Thrift and
Gavin Canale; and six great-grandchildren.
There will be no public service or visitation. A family memorial
service will be held at a later date.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Special to the Ledger
The
Calloway
County
Conservation District is now
accepting requests for cost share
funding under the Kentucky
Soil Erosion and Water Quality
Cost Share Program through
Friday, June 15.
The program was created to
help agricultural operations protect the soil and water resources
of Kentucky. This program is a
result of House Bill 377 that
was passed in the 1994 General
Assembly which established
annual cost share funds to be
administered by conservation
districts with priority given to
animal waste related problems

and agricultural district participants where pollution problems
have been identified. Initial
funding for the program is provided
by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture.
Funding for practices will be
approved by the Soil and Water
Conservation Commission at
the Kentucky Division of
Conservation,
located
in
Frankfort, as funds are available.
For more information, stop by
the conservation district office
located at 88 Robertson Road
South, Murray, Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or
call 767-0491.

Town Crier
• The Calloway County
Courthouse will be closed
Monday, May 28, in observance of Memorial Day.
•
The
Murray
Finance/Personnel
Committee will meet at 6:15
p.m. in City Hall to discuss a
six-month lease with the
Purchase Area Development
District (P.A.D.D.) for the old
Murray Municipal Utilities
building.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. in City
Hall. The council will vote of
the first reading of the 2012-

Insurance
Center
.1/111 rral/
A Division of Western Rivers Corporaton

13 budget and the second
reading of ordinances to create a new business category
of "Vendor of Unoccupied
Location" and to include
$2.773 from P.A.D.D. in the
2011-12 budget.
There will also be public
hearings to hear comments
regarding the city's budget
and the use of Municipal Aid
and LGEA funds. The council
will also hear a presentation
of the Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau's annual
budget.

HOMEOWNERS • AUTO
COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services

1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray, KY

David King

Brian Edwards

Robert Billington

270-753-8365
insurancecenterof murray@ins-ctr.com

108 Years of
Combined Service To
This Great Community

Plus BONDING
for all Contractors
Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

Your Complete
Insurance Agency
Gwen Provine

Cheryl Forrester

Tina Carraway
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Summer school offered

editor

Conservation District to meet
The Calloway County Conservation District will meet Thursday. May 24, at 7 p.m. at the conservation office. For more
information call 767-0491.

St. John to hold women's conference

St. John Missionary Baptist Church "By HIS Grace" women's
ministry will hold the first annual women's conference theme&
"If It Had Not Been for the Lord Who Was On Our Side."
A kick-off will begin Friday, May 25. at 7 p.m. A "Sista Talk"
workshop. will be held Saturday, May 26, from 9 a.m. to noon
and then a 7 p.m. service. Sunday. May 27, at 11 a.m. the
conference will conclude with a service. For more information
contact Minister Jones at 293-0572 or victoriajonesl@yahoo.com.
The public is invited to attend.

Toy drive for children now underway

Advance America, 612 North 12th St.. Murray, will hold a
toy drive for children in Kosair Children's Hospital, Louisville.
The public is invited to drop items off for children undergoing treatment, such as board games, action figures, dolls, light
up toys and more. Participants can also sign a card. Items can
be dropped off through July 31. For more information call
753-1455.

Murray Magazine Club to meet
The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, May 24.
at 2 p.m. at Dumplin's, Murray. Lois Keller is the hostess.
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Calloway schools Title 1 luncheon set
The Calloway County Schools annual district-wide Title I
luncheon will be held Friday, May 25, from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at Holmes Restaurant, U.S. Hwy. 641 and Utterback Road. The agenda will include review of the District
Title I Parent Involvement policy. All interested parents and
stakeholders are invited.

Aerobics,line dance classes to be offered
A light step aerobics and line dance class will be held
every Thursday from 6-7:30 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World
Hall, 330 CC Lowery Drive, Murray. The cost is $5 per person. For more information call (731) 445-0080 or 767-0077.
All ages are welcome.

Knit-wits will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program,
meets every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Free computer class to continue
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Special to the Ledger
Murray Independent Schools
will participate in the Summer
Feeding Program. Meals will
be provided to all children 18
and under, without charge and
are the same for all children
regardless of race,color,national origin, sex, age or disability, and there will be no discrimination in the course of
the meal service. Meals will
be provided at Murray Ele-

The Murray Art Guild's summer art
workshop schedule is now available at
www.murrayartguild.org. The schedule
includes youth workshops in weaving and
fibers, watercolor, drawing, clay and wood.
There is a studio for pre-school and adults
(Messy Fridays) as well as a series of Family Clay Studios. Reid Parish is offering a
Raku Clay workshop for adults. For details
and registration call 753-4059 or email
murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Summer school will be offered at Calloway County High School for CCHS students, May 30-June 12. Students must pick up information and
sign up in the Library Media Center. For information call 7627374 ext. 106 or ext. 135 and ask for Mrs. Spiceland.

The public is invited to attend a free computer class, "Beginning Computer" on Thursday, May 24, from 11:30 ,a.m. to
1:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Call 7532288 for more information.
MWC to hold memorial service
The Murray Woman's Club will hold it's annual memorial
service Thursday. May 24, at 6 p.m. at the clubhouse. Families and friends of Dr. Alice Koenecke, Claire Resig, Bettie
Lou Farris and Thelma Warford are invited to attend. A salad
supper for guests awl members will follow. All members are
encouraged to attend.

Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday. May 24, at 7 p.m. in PDR I outside the cafeteria entrance
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group is for
bereaved parents who have lost children as a result of accident. illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age. For
more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
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mentary School, Ill Broach
Ave.. from 11:25-11:45 a.m.
May 29-July 20; Playhouse in
the Park, 701 Gil Hobson Dr.,
Murray. from 11 a.m. to noon
May 29-July 13; and The Ellis
Center, 603 Ellis Drive, Murray, from 11 a.m. to noon June
4-July 20. Please note all will
be closed Wednesday, July 4.
For more information call
Mallory Cathey at 753-5700.

MHS band alumni to reunite
Special to the Ledger
"Hup, Hup. Ready, Ho!" is
a familiar call to order for
most any high school marching band. But for the alumni
of Murray High School's
Marching Tiger Band, it was
a call to championship glory.
On June 8-9, former members will gather in Murray to
celebrate winning the Marching Bands of America Grand
National Championship in
1977. The reunion marks the
35th anniversary of the competition, which took place in
Whitewater, Wis., where the
Marching Tigers outscored Live
Bowman and Dial
Oak High School from CaliDonald and Tracey Bowman. of Murray. announce the engage- fornia by one-tenth of a point
ment and upcoming marriage of their daughter. Ashley Bow- to bring home the national
man to C.J. Dial, son of Jerome and Vickie Dial. of Almo.
championship trophy.
Miss Bowman is the granddaughter of Debby Branam. of
The theme for the event is
Murray and the late Linda Sorey. of Murray.
"The Way We Were," which
Mr. Dial is the grandson of Jane Houghton, the late William was the finale song for the
Houghton. of Almo and Robert and Sandra Dial. of Buchanan. band for their 1976-77 field perTenn.
formance.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate of Calloway County High
"This is an opportunity to
School and is currently attending Murray State University. She gather together a group of
is employed by Ryan's of Murray.
champions who worked so hard
The groom-elect is a 2009 graduate of Calloway County to inspire one another to win
High School and is currently attending Murray State Univer- and make proud their high
sity. He is employed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
school and their community,"
The wedding will take place at 6 p.m. Saturday. June 16. said Terri McConnell McDon2012, at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
ald, former band president.
Invitations will be sent.
The celebration will be held
at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum on the campus of
Murray State University on
Saturday, June 9, at 6 p.m.
Special to the Ledger
dent
of
the
Kentucky Joe Sills, director of bands
from 1972-78 will be recogLEXINGTON, Ky
Keni Pharmacists Association.
Bazzell is the daughter of Dick nized at the event and band
Lynn .Bazzell. of Murray, was
members from the years 1972recently awarded a Doctor of and Dana Bazzell, of Murray.
Pharmacy (Pharm. D.) degree
from
the
University
of
Kentucky College of Pharmacy
at
university-wide
the
Commencement.
The UK College of Pharmacy
honored 148 students at the
2012 Graduation Recognition
Ceremony held at the UK
Singletary Center for the Arts.
Of those completing requirements for degrees. 14 students
have earned a Ph.D. in pharmaceutical sciences, seven students
received a master's degree in
Murray Woman's Clinic congratulates sonographets Cheryl
pharmaceutical sciences and
Aran! and Days n Clark for their accreditation by both the
127 students were awarded the
American College of Radiologists:and the American InstiDoctor of Pharmacy (PharmD)
tute of Ultrasound in Medicine. Their skill and experience
degree.
make us proud. and provides the health Cafe you deserve.
Following the presentation of
diplomas. PharmD graduates
-11 hen experience counts,count on our lifetimes ofexperience"
recited the Pharmacist's Oath.
led by Lewis Wilkerson. presi-

Bazzell receives degree

twee as

Please support the

This spring has some fabulous handbags. colorful carryalls, ladylike satchels.
clutches, and crossover bags are the big
trend. The two-handed satchels can be fun
or office ready and they come in all colon
and fabrics from leather to houndstooth
Weekends call for a smaller clutch style
if you are going out and don't want to keep
up with a large bag. These are also great
for shopping, just wrap the wnstlet on
your wrist and no heavy handbags to
worry about
Crossovers are also perfect for shopping. ballgames and just an all-round easy
piece to have, so convenient. especially if
it has places for license and credit cards.
Tote bags AFC a woman's best friend
They carry alot and you can put a clutch or
wristlet inside and leave the tote in the car
Every woman can wear a simply-cut,
nipped in at the waist dress. They can he
worn to the office, church or an evening
out. Jackie 0 made these dresses famous
A defined waist will take 5 lbs off your
middle. We have a kit of these- styles to
choose from
New tops from Lynn Ritchie has e
Arrived
New jewelry and scarves came in (oda.
Spans have just Arrived in tank top. that
slim you.as well as body suits and the new
power panty, these really do slim you
These are just in time for teas. wedding.
And reunions when you want to look your
hest.
Congratulations to Emily Knoth, who
won the giveaway this week. Go to
Facebook and click on "Like- to be registered, or come in the store. You can also
see our new arrivals on Facebook.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion report_
P.S. Not Your Daughter's Jeans 25% included in our 25-50% sale.
(...0•'It, VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
00.4
LADIES
041
CLOTHING 2011

United ft
Way 167
of Murray-Calloway
County

82 will also be honored. Alumni, family and the general public are welcome to attend for
a suggested donation of $15
per person at the door. Proceeds from the event will be
donated to the Murray Independent School District-Foundation for Excellence Band
Fund. Refreshments will also
be available.
Additional events include an
informal gathering at the Big
Apple Cafe on Friday, June 8,
at 7 p.m. and lunch at Murray's Dairy Queen on Saturday,June 9.at noon. More information about the event is available on the group's Facebook
page, Murray High Tiger
Marching Band Alumni.
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MICHAEL D.PIERCE
of

Tony L. Page

Pierce & Associates CPA's

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER'

has earned the distinction of

Professional

CERTIFIED
FINANCIAL PLANNER'
specializing in

- Retirement Planning - Tax Planning & Management
Estate Planning
310 Main Street• Murray, KY • 270-753-0274
mpierce@piercecpa.com

With Emphasis in the Following Areas:

• Tax Planning & Preparation
• Retirement Plans
+ Estates 8t Trusts

312 Main Street • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8107
www.tonypagecpa.com
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Roundabout U continues
May celebration on
Lexington area attractions
Special to the Ledger
In the last episode of
Roundabout U. co-hosts Jim
Carter and Sarah Clark explored
Kentucky's horse country. The
next episode will continue to
look at places around the
Lexington area in Part 2 of the
"Bluegrass" show.
The duo check out Murray
State University alumni who are
making an impact around
Lexington. Carter makes a stop
at Billy's BAR-B-Q. which is
owned by a Murray Sate Racer.
Photo provided Another food stop finds Clark at
STUDENT ART CONTEST FIRST PLACE: Lucy Mitchell, the well-known Holly Hill
left, of Murray Elementary School, receives the first place cer- Restaurant to meet a top chef
tificate and cash prize for her entry in the sculpture/K-5 cate- whose cooking skills are widely
gory of the recent 2012 Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts admired.
Department Student Art Contest from department member
Also, in this episode. Carter
Gale Vinson, right. Three hundred seventeen entries from 235 talks to MSU alumnus Tom
participants in the Murray, Calloway County and New Bethel Shelton while Clark learns more
Christian Academy schools, in addition to homeschool stu- about ... huge fans.
dents were received. The first place winners' entries of the
This episode of Roundabout U
various categories and age grouping§ were on display at the airs at various times May 20-26,
Murray-Calloway County Public Library during April.
and is broadcast on KET

(Kentucky
Educational
Television). WSIL and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at www.roundaboutu.com
Roundabout U is a weekly,
award-winning video Magazine
produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University. Most
recently, the show picked up a
Grand Champion designation
from Kentucky's CASE awards
competition. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights
events throughout Kentucky and
the region. Visit the website for
up-to-date information and clips
from past episodes. Fans can
also follow on Facebook and
Twitter for pictures. information
and videos, and viewers can
watch past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information contact
Clark at (270) 809-3344 or
clarksarah5@gmail.com.
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SPECIAL MEMORIAL
WEEKEND FINANCING!!
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Table. 4 Chairs
And Bench

YEARS 1111

'499

INTEREST
FREE!'

Rocker Recliner

279

Queen Bed Dresser And Mirror

Chest

'399 49 '469
Rocker
Recliner

'199

NO MONEY DOWN!

Chaise Rocker
Recliner

$369

31.000 Minimum Purchase. Payments divided
equally over 36 months. With approved credit.

Cnyagemenl

Miller and Cheser
Dr. and Mrs. Dan Miller, of Murray. announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter. Elizabeth Miller
to Jeremey Cheser. son of Elizabeth Cheser. of Clarksville.
Ind.
Miss Miller is the granddaughter of Marie Libassi and the
late Theodore Libassi, formerly of Fort Lauderdale. Fla.. and
the late Patricia and Robert 0. Miller, of Murray. Mr. Cheser is the grandson of the late Elizabeth and Charles
Meiman, of Louisville.
The .bride-elect received her MBA from Bellarmine University. She is employed by Park Community Federal Credit Union
as a branch manager.
The groom-elect attends Indiana Wesleyan University and is
employed by Lightyear Network Solutions as a provisioning
specialist.
The wedding will take place Saturday, Oct. 20. 2012. at the
Cathedral of the Assumption in Louisville. Invitations will he
sent.

'Rock and Roll Up
Sleeves' with Red Cross
Special to the Ledger
Because American Red Cross
blood donors rock, the Red
Cross invites the public to
"Rock and Roll Up Your
Sleeves" during their summer
campaign. to give blood or
platelets.
Donating blood can help save
up to three lives, because blood
is separated into its components
- red cells, plasma and platelets
- to treat patients with different
needs, according to Regina
Raccuglia, communications
manager with American Red
Cross Tennessee Valley Region.
Raccuglia also said donating
platelets primarily benefits cancer patients. When a patient is
undergoing chemotherapy, the
production of blood cells is
affected and the platelet count
may drop to a critical level. "
Locally, participants may give
blood Thursday. May 24, from
II a.m. to 3 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 West
Main St., Murray; Monday
June II.from 2-6 p.m. a
Walgreens. 1205 Main St.
Murray: Wednesday, June 20
Please support the..
NIL

-111-

LeatherNinyl
Rocker Recliner i••

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings Hope
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Check Out Our New

GEL INFUSED
MEMORY
FOAM
MATTRESSES!!

Annual
Authortard Factory

sOP
relrors
o°

SALE?
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AMPLell

from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at'
Rudolph Tire. 2021 Rob Mason
Road, Murray: and Thursday.
June 21. from 12:30-5:30 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church.
1601 Main Si., Murray.
While there, blood donors will
be eligible to win a Gibson guitar, courtesy of The Gibson
Foundation. The Red Cross will
award multiple guitars and
50,000 guitar picks. co-branded
with the Gibson and Red Cross
logos, during this campaign. In
addition, donors will receive a
rock and roll themed T-shirt.
Plus, as a special incentive for
young donors, anyone aged 1621 can enter to win a $5.(XX)
scholarship.
To donate blood, call 1-8(X)RED CROSS (1(800) 7332767) or visit www.redcrossblood.org for more information
or to make an appointment. All
blood types are needed to
ensure the Red Cross maintains
an adequate blood supply. A
blood donor card or driver's
license or two other forms of
identification are required at
check-in. Donors must be in
general good health, weigh at
least 110 pounds and be at least
17 years old (16 with completed
Parental Consent Form). New
height and weight restrictions
apply to donors 18 and younger.
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OUR SELECTION INCLUDES GEL INFUSED MEMORY FOAM AND I ATEK
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Mattress

(270)753-2633
SALE HOURS.
'THURSDAY
9:00-6:00
•FRIDAY
9.00-6.00
•SATURDA ,
9:00-5:00
'CLOSED
• I_ lAY

NIurra

Your 3 1 /2 Acre'SUPER STORE'

Apvit(
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FURNITURE
3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield, Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or(270 247-6620

EASY CREDIT
TERMS
'THREE YEARS
INTEREST FREE
'NO MONEY

DOWN
We Accept:
0: VISA 06(
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TRIP
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SAVINEIMACULAR
at PEPPERS CHEVY - BUICK - GMC

2012 Chevy Malibu IS
• Bluetooth for Phone
• Steering Wheel Controls
• MPG Hwy PA Rated

MSRP
$23,255
Peppers Discount
- 1,288
- 3,000
Rebate
Memorial Day Bonus Cash
- 500

$18,467*
or 0To
for 60 Months'

2012 Chevy Impala LT
• Power Sunroof
• Bluetooth For Phone
• 30 MPG Hwy EPA Rairsd

MSRP
Peppers Discount

$28,995
- 6,026

AARP Members Offer

- 1,000'

Stk. #0C2023

e • • .• „
sc._je.m
2.-YEAR MAINTENANCE PLAN

elk 2012 RAM 1500 QUAD
47Lv_8.Au,..kc.pu TRADESMAN 2WD

bassi and the
le. Fla.. and
and Charles

4S, 2012 Chevy Traverse
1LT
$34,420
- Remote Vehicle Start
•2nd Row Captains Chairs
• Crystal Red Tint Coat I

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate
Memorial Day Bonus Cash

- 2,428
2,000
- 750
*

Stk.iGT2020

Credit Union

DISCLAIMER

call 1-800(800) 733w.redcrossinformation
ntment. All
needed to
s maintains
supply. A
or driver's
r forms of
required at
ust be in
weigh at
d be at least
completed
orm). New
restrictions
nd younger.

'It,,,,,, i,, ,1 hi • •

•

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
W/Trade Assist

pEppfiecs9

$30,910
- 3,423
- 2,500
- 1.000-

a

ewe

clic:peppers .,

2420 E. WOOD STREET•PARIS• 1-800-325-3229•731-642-3900

$24,034

MSRP
Peppers Disc.

1,537
-1,000

Toyota Rebate

#

1 In Chats'
Consumer Reports
N w
Ali .

Move'Em
$21 9497*

th`t?

2012 Toyota Tundras

Off MSRP Including Toyota Rebate
$5000
I
New

2012 Toyota Corolla LE

Auto 4 Cyl CD
Stk SITT2145

Aare.

MSRP

$19,023

Peppers Disc.
Toyota Rebate

-1,274
-750

$16999*
9

Move
Ini
Out!

2012 Toyota Highlanders

$1
New

9000 Toyota Rebate

2012 Toyota Avalon XLS

Auto 6 Cyi Sunroot
Leather
Rear Spoiler
Stk O1C2130

$36,317
- 3,500
- 1,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc.
Toyota Rebate
Move 'Em

Out'

$14

2.47.

%., I ”IF 1

ALL NEW TOYOTAS SOLD THIS MONTH RECEIVE 2 YEARS
COMPLIMENTARY SERVICE PROVIDED BY TOYOTA

ADO,TIONAL , PHOTOS FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
"WITH APPROVED TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES CREI> T

hr yaur or n, Situ•A company-

PEPPEAU

1)
..
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(
911V11,6 sesserocrota
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Jeep

2400 E.WOOD STREET•PARIS•842-5661 • 1-100-7411-8816

2009 INFINITY
FX35
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,S.
.,,
•

39.000

..**: MILES
::$4i341475
,,,,
•
Heated
& Cooled
Leather,
NAV,
Moonroof.

6-Speed,
Manual Shift,
Spoiler,
Turbo.

2012 Toyota RAV4

New

Auto 4 Cyr CO Luggage Rack
Stk #112174

"PAus•
H •fluit tit

Amispaft. ,

LOOKING TO HELP ALL MILITARY PERSONNEL & COLLEGE
GRADS WITH THEIR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS
oiscLANER • pRicE INCLUDES DOC FEE OF $14900 TAX TITLE AND LICENSE ARE

DISCLAIMER'AJI pre include lac Iee sr5'49 00 Tar novA kense aett
Ctuys.Lef JeepYt Dee...)e art RAM are Ie9.4terec tradenarks o' C.,ryS4ausirason only I
LLC ,Ptictris
•It hate: et- a hat N, •••••/

• rCI ••, /FUCA •

$22 988*
9

Sunroof

24,938
7L Herm w/MDS
20- Chrome Wheels WV':
rc Tow Pkg

out,

Mow 'Em

Stk #TC21 46

All New

eat 2012 RAM 1500 QUAD
EXPRESS

$25,340
- 2,352

MSRP
Peppers Disc.

Fog Lights
Spoiler

- 2,500
- 1,000"

www.clickpeppers.com

aril 1. 1,4

Auto 4 Cy1. Altrys

- 2,967

'23,987*

"C.,.
I•Cen se and after NI rnantaarviers rebates 6 factory to
,
5149 doc Ic, .ncluded Ptiotos tor Musoaoue putoeses only'
deacf
-MN *stated credit with Ally Fnancial In lieu o/ aa other offers
X) 3.1,2012
"'Mos! wavy,AARP meoltierstv card soli member wet. 1.a'.8

2012 Toyota Camry SE

New

MSRP

Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

CD 2012 GMC
,- -- Terrains
In Stock

Rob Mason
d Thursday,
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an Church.
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Gibson guihe Gibson
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- 2,618
- 2,500
- 1,000"

%Ai/Trade Assist

,c-r2226

ersity and is
provisioning

3 p.m. at -

Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
WiTrade Assist

-.

me Univer-

ross

$27,115

'20,997

AC PIA, P/L
AtoVF WC() tilt Cruise, Trailer
Brake Control Box

AdernIVIN $29,242
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lions will be

*
00
1,
3
,
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MSRP

2012 RAM 1500 QUAD
TRADESMAN 4X4
47Lv.8Auto
$31,405

In Stock
the engagefabeth Miller
I Clarksville.

24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

-i w
11411111‘

42M 2012 Chevy
Equinox

Ire ze Out to Bzeak Safe,' Reertzb 5_31-12 j
----

OWNER CARE

P L AM/FM/CD, Tilt Cruise

$21,969*

MAY MOVE 'EM OUT
SALES EVENT EXPIRES

Tr3 OUR ME tl,

Stk *0(2015

Aorgralik

PEPPERS ;:171, 71) 0 OT

Fflfriyil

rirrilji:F-4fill

4, •

1 .

2011 CHRYSLER 200LX
17,000 MILES
T/c PW
PL CD
Stk #1T20878

$169915
2011 JEEP WRANGLER SPORT
5,000 MILES
Soft Top,
Autornatc
Stk #CPA1322

$24/879

Stk. #PA8793

Stk.
#GC2160A

2008 JEEP LIBERTY SPORT
61,000 MILES
moonroof.
Stk #CT2066A

39.000
MILES

$13,928
2009 FORD FOCUS SES

Hemt. NAV.

,20" Wheels.

Extended
Cab

Stk.
#PA88041

2011 DODGE RAM 1500 SLT 4X4

Heated
Leather.
Moonroof,
Chrome
Wheels

31,000 MILES----

Stk
#CPA131 7

$159966

AllOy Wheels,
Spoiler

Stk #TPA088

2010 CHRYSLER 300S
19.000 MILES
Heated. Leather NAV, Moonroof

11,000 MILES
Bighorn, Hemi, 20" Wheels
Stk. OCPA1315

20" Wheels Stk eCC2091A

$27,771

15;":m;
$23,979

2012 DODGE JOURNEY SE
8,000 MILES

Stk. eCT2222A

$209944

-11 hateuer it take, e want 1(0 he .vaar car ar truck eamprial - 2400 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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PREP BASEBALL: MURRAY HIGH 4, COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN 3(8 INNINGS)

MLB: ST. LOUIS 4,

game, t
end, as
hits,
sixThe
ies of
Marsha

SAN DIEGO 0

Four for four

Wainwright
tosses a
shutout as
Cards roll
MATT CARPENTER
INJURED AFTER A
DOUBLE DURING
THE THIRD INNING
By R.B. FALLS1ROM

AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Adam
Wainwright threw a four-hitter
and the St. Louis Cardinals beat
the San Diego Padres 4-0 on
Tuesday night.
It was his first shutout victory
since Aug. 6, 2010, and third in
his career. Wainwright(3-5), who
missed the 2011 season with
elbow ligament replacement surgery, struck out nine and walked
one while throwing 111 pitches.
He retired the first eight batters
and allowed just one runner to
reach third base.
Carlos Beltran had two hits
and two RBIs and Matt Holliday
added two hits and an RBI for the
Cardinals.
Edinson Volquez (2-4) gave
up five hits and three runs in six
innings. The former Cincinnati
Red remains winless in St. Louis.
He is 0-3 in four career starts at
Busch Stadium with a 6.50 ERA.
St. Louis took a 1-0 lead in the
first inning. Matt Carpenter. hit a
double to left field and appeared
to hurt himself as he left the batter's box. Daniel Descalso came
in to run for Carpenter and scored
JACK KEES / Ledger & Times on Beltran's
two-out single.
Murray High's Zech Grogan chases down a Community Christian baserunner while trying
to steal home in the early part of Tuesday's Fourth
Descalso stayed in the game at
District semifinal. With the win, the Tigers will face Calloway County in the district
championship.
third base for Carpcnter, who
Brown reached on an error run of the night in the top of the experienced "right side tightFourth District
which scored Wilson dad put the first frame when Zack Grogan ness," according to a club
spokesman.
Baseball Tournament Figers up for good.
was plated on a sacrifice fly by
Descalso scored on a bangThe team was in need of Adams, his first of three RBIs of
at Marshall Coutny
bang play at home in the sixth. He
some leadership after the tough the night.
Tuesday
was hit by a pitch leading off and
Lollar got off to a good start
Murray High 4 Community Christian 3
outing by Lollar on the mound,
went
to third on a seeing-single
By JACK KEES
Adams took over for starting Calloway Co 4. Marshall Co 0
where he gave up the three runs, in the first inning, but struggled between first and second
by
Today
Assistant Sports Editor
pitcher John Lollar in the fifth Murray High vs Calloway Co. 5 30 p.m.
along with seven walks, coupled with his accuracy through the Holliday. Beltran rapped a sharp
rest
of
shortened
his
BENTON, Ky—One out inning, and struck out 10
perform- grounder to first
with five strikeouts.
baseman Yonder
away from the end of the 2012 Warriors in four innings, giving
Adams said he was heavily ance. The junior loaded the Alonso. Descalso came halfway
bases
in the bottom of the first;
season, with a 3-1 deficit and up no hits and keeping the game
The shot scored fellow senior influenced by the 2010 district
down the line. •Alonso threw to
facing his last at-bat as a Tiger, within reach while ensuring his • Sawyer Lawson, who was on champion team's senior class, but forced CCA to groundout to third baseman Andy
Parrino.
Murray High senior Austin senior class could finish its run third after he led off the inning which was something he made keep the scoreboard clear. Descalso headed home and slid
in
Adams was not ready for this of never missing a regional tour- with a single, and Lollar, who sure to continue for this year's However, in the second, he was safely before San Diego catcher
season to come to a close. So, he nament in the 4-3 win.
was on second after the walk, underclassmen, and it paid off in faced with the same situation, Nick Hundley made the tag after
bases loaded, full count, but
belted a two RBI double to cen"I hit the first pitch," Adams and tied the game at three the end.
getting the throw from Parrino.
after two foul balls, he walked
ter field to tie a game he had said. "Then I noticed he (CCA apiece.
Hundley did not have the plate
"I definitely had that sense of home the tying
run, then walked blocked.
already kept his team from los- pitcher Seth English) had been
Adams gave up two walks, leadership from them, and this
home another on a full count,
ing, and sent the first Fourth struggling a little bit, walked one intentional, in the bottom of year 1 tried to do
With the bases loaded, one out
the same for and finally allowed another with
District semifinal game into the Lollar on four straight balls, so I the seventh to force an extra, the younger
and
the infield in, Tyler Greene
guys on this team."
bottom of an inning no one saw the ball outside, and took it where senior Aaron Wilson con- Adams
said.
•See TIGERS,9A
01 See CARDS,9A
thought would be necessary.
that way."
nected on a single, and Luke
The Tigers scored the first

MURRAY'S ADAMS KEEPS HOPE
ALIVE FOR CLASS OF 2012 WITH
FOURTH STRAIGHT REGIONALTRIP

PREP BASEBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 4, MARSHALL CO.0

Nineteen strikeouts
and counting
'CALLOWAY COUNTY'S DWYER
BREAKS OWN RECORD WITH 19 K's
By JACK KEES
Assistant Sports Editor

JACK KEES Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Dylan Dwyer hurls one of his 68 strikes en route to another
regional tournament, and school record one day after graduation.
,
0
4144
14
0
,
1
0
1 11
1
0

Benton,
KY—Calloway
County senior Dylan Dwyer has
been the recipient of much hype
this season, from the community, media and fans of the Laker
baseball team. In the most
important game of his and his
teammates'
season,
the
University of Kentucky signee
showed the Fourth District that
all the attention has been worthwhile, as he set another school
record with 19 strikeouts.
Dwyer single-handedly beat
Marshall County Tuesday night
on the mound and with the bat,
as he added a .667 batting average and two RBIs to the Lakers'
offensive statistics, as the team
won, 4-0.
Dwyer said the outing. which
included one more strikeout
than years he has been alive,
was something he knew his
team needed him to do.

Fourth District
Baseball Tournament
at Marshall Coutny
Tuesday
Murray High 4 Community Christian 3
Calloway Co 4. MarshaN Co 0
Today
Murray High vs Calloway Co 530 pint

"I just went out there and
threw," Dwyer said. "I wasn't
trying to strike them out, until I
got ahead (in the count). I was
Just looking to pitch to contact,
and they fell through and didn't
get to the batters."
The Lakers will look to win
their second consecutive district
championship tonight when thy
take on Murray High at 5:30 in a
game both teams needed to
reach to continue playing into
next week.
"This win was big." Dwyer
said. "It didn't matter how we

won,just that we won it and go
that regional bid.
"Now we're just looking forward, we want to get that 'W'
tomorrow and get the higher
seed for regionals and get ready
for that."
Lakers' head coach Zach
Hobbs said this outing was just
another in the laundry list of
school records Dwyer has set in
his time with the Lakers.
-The pitching performance
was unbelievable," Hobbs said.
"Our pitching staff has given us
a chance to win every game that
we've played, and that's all you
can ask for.
"Dylan, that was outstanding, and that's why he's going to
Kentucky, he's as good as we've
seen around here, he does a very
good job and works very hard."
Dwyer finished his stat line
with the 19 K's, two walks, and
one hit in the complete game
shutout.
The rest of the Laker team
was actually involved in the
Mi See LAKERS,9A
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game, but more on the offensive
end, as the team connected for
six hits, and were the beneficiaries of three errors by the
Marshalls.
The Lakers got on the board
in the top of the third inning
when Dain Satterwhite and
Clint Craig were walked and
Wade Carter was hit by a pitch
to load the bases. Dwyer then
had his first RBI-of the night on
a single to center field that
scored Satterwhite and Craig.
Carter then stole home to make
the score 3-0 after three.
The Marshals went three up,
three down in the bottom of the
fourth, fifth, and sixth, while the
Lakers connected for several
hits, but no runs through the
same time frame.
In the top of the seventh,
Tyler Greer hit the ball right
back to the pitcher, but 'still
managed to turn it into a single,
then advanced to second, then
third with steals on a pair of
wild pitches by the Marshall
pitcher.
Carter grounded out for the
first out of the inning, then the
Marshals intentionally walked
Dwyer, and Hugh Paschall sinJACK KEES Ledger & Times
gled, but Dwyer was thrown out Dwyer led the Lakers on offense and defense, batting 2-for-3 with two RBIs. Dwyer
in a run-down, while Greer will rest until one of next week's regional tournament games. The Lakers and Tigers
snuck home for the final score
will fight for the right to be in the top half of the bracket tonight at 5:30.
of the game.
Dwyer finished the seventh
self playing on Memorial Day. (which the team's seniors had and is greatful to have the stable
with a strikeout, flyout and
That's our goal when we start participated in after graduation of talent he has.
sealed the team's ticked to working out in the fall, to win on Monday). The kids went
"Garrett (Cowen) is going to
Brooks Stadium with the 19th the first game of the district home early. and we played, and throw for us (Wednesday), and
and final 'K'of the evening, his (tournament).
we play next week, that's what he's going to give us a chance to
107th pitch of the night.
"We did it...but we've got to you try to do. so it was a great win the game, I know that.
Hobbs said the team's goal do a better job offensively. I day for us."
we're putting him on the
was achieved with Tuesday's think maybe we were a little bit
Hobbs knows who will have mound, and we're blessed with
win.
tired from Project Graduation the game in his hands tonight. our pitchers now."
"That's the goal, to get your-

From Page 9A
a wild pitch to score the
runner from third be.
"John had a little
issue throwing the ball
for strikes," head coach
Mark Johnson said,"but
that's going to happen
sometimes in baseball,
but his teammate did a
good job picking him
up."
The third, fourth.
fifth and sixth innings
saw goose eggs on the
scoreboard for both
teams, until the fateful
seventh made all the
Tiger faithful in attendance let out a collective sigh of relief when
the game was finally
tied.
Lawson,
Seniors
Adams, and Wilson
were a combined 4-of10 from the plate with
Wilson leading the
2-of-4.
at
charge
Lawson and Wilson
also plated one run
apiece, while underclassmen Lollar and
Grogan scored the other
two.
Johnson said the
team had a lot of opportunities to win the game
in the early stages, however the team was
unable to capitalize.
"I really thought it
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1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
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KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
Fourth District Baseball Tournament
at Marshall County
Today
Semifinals
Murray High 4 Community Christian 3.
8 innings
Calloway Co 4 Marshall Co 0
Today
Fourth District Championship
Murray High vs Calloway Co . 530
pm
First District Baseball Tournament
at Fulton Co.
Monday
Hickman Co 9 Futton Co 0
Today
Fulton City 9 Cansle Co 1
Wednesday
Championship
Hickman Co vs Fulton City 5 pm
Second District Baseball Tournament
at Brooks Stadium
Monday
Lone Oak 12 Reidland 0
Heath 6 Paducah Tilghman 1
Today
Championship
Lone Oak 4 Heath 0
Third District Baseball Tournament
at St. Mary
Monday
1
Mayfield
2
St Mary
Graves Co 2 Ballard Memorial 1 8
innings
Today
Championship
St Mary 1 Graves Co 0
KHSAA Sports
Prep Softball
Fourth District Softball Tournament
at Murray High
Wednesday
Semifinals
Murray High vs Calloway Co 5 30
pm.
Championship
Murray HighiCallovvay Co vs Marshall
p.m
Co. 7

was going to cost us
late, but the guys found
a way to not make that
last out and keep that
lasat inning going,"
Johnson said.
Adams' hji. was all
everyone was talking
about following the
game, which garnered
some high praise for the
senior who was not
ready, for his career to
come to an end.
"Austin came in and
(was solid), which got
us to the reginal, and
that's what we wanted,"
Adams said. "That's
your player of the game.
no doubt.
"The guy gets the
hit, drives in the two to
tie it, and come in and is
going'to get the win out
of it. He gives us stability, and kind of let us
catch our breath a little
m that point
bit, and from
on, we were able to
right the ship and get
the victory.
The Tigers will be
playing in the district
game
championship
JACK KEES / Ledger & Times
tonight at Marshall
County against their Murray High senior Austin Adams saved the Tigers season when he
cross town rival, the came to the mound in relief of John Lollar. Tigers head coach Mike
County Johnson said Adams was the player of the game for the Tigers.
Calloway
Lakers.

From Page 9A
hit a hard grounder to shortstop
Evetth Cabrera, who bobbled the
ball before pushing it to get the
force at second. Holliday seored
on the play, making it 3-0.
Holliday gave St. Louis a 4-0
lead in the seventh off reliever
Alex Hinshaw when he'doubled
home Rafael Furcal.
Hundley threw out his major
league-leading 15th would-be
base stealer when he nabbed
rookie Adron Chambers in the
fifth inning. Chambers was called
up from Memphis last Friday to
fill in for the injured Allen Craig.
Chambers made his first start as a
big-leaguer, hitting eighth and
playing center field..
Notes: Cards reliever Kyle
McClellan said he will not need
surgery on his sore right elbow.
He said he hopes to begin throwing in six weeks. ... Cardinals 3B
David Freese sat out his second
consecutive game. Freese is
mired in a 6-for-42 slump over
the last 12 games. His batting
average has dropped from .312 to
.259 since May 9. ... San Diego
3B Chase Headley did not start
Tuesday because of a lower back
issue. He had started 42 of the
Padres' 43 games. ... it was the
100th career start for Volquez.

°11{)
Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander

•Tigers

11 Cards

on it and go

It°11

First District Softball Tournament
at Fulton Co.
Monday
Carlisle Co. 17 Fulton Co 2 5 innings
Today
Hickman Co 11 Fulton City 1
Wednesday
Championship
Carlisle Co vs Hickman Co 5 p in
Second District Softball Tournament
at Lone Oak
Monday
Lone Oak 11 Paducah Tilghman 0
Reidland 4 Heath 1
Today
Championship
Lone Oak 10 Reidland 2
Third District Softball Tournament
at Ballard Memorial
Monday
Graves Co 10 Mayfield 0 5 innings
Ballard Memorial 11 St Mary 1 6
innings
Today
Championship
Graves Cc'Ballard Memorial 1
Malor League Baseball
All Times EST
National League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
26 17 605
Washington
12
26 18 591
Atlanta
23 19 548 212
Miami
3
23 20 535
New York
21 23 477 512
Philadelphia

Central Division
L Pct
W
24 19 558
St Louis
23 19 548
Cinannati
20 23 465
Pittsburgh
19 23 452
Houston
17 25 405
Milwaukee
15 27 357
Chicago
West Division
L Pct
W
29 13 690
Los Angeles
524
20
Francisco
22
San
19 24 442
Arizona
15 26.366
Colorado
16 28 364
San Diego

GB
—
12
4
412
652
812
GB
7
10V2
13E2
14

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 5, N Y Mets 4
Washington 2, Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 4 Atlanta 1
Miami 7, Colorado 4
Houston 8, Chicago Cube 4
San Francisco 4, Milwaukee 3 14
innings
St Louis 4. San Diego 3
L A Dodgers 6, Anzona 1
Tuesday's Games
N Y Mets 3 Pittsburgh 2
Washington 5 Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati 4 Atlanta 3
Miami 7, Colorado
Chicago Cubs at Houston. 805 p in
San Francisco at Milwaukee. 8 10 p in
St Louis 4. San Diego 0
LA Dodgers at Arizona, 9 40 p m
Wednesday's Games
N Y Mets(Nese 2-2) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 2-4). 12 35 p m
San Francisco (Zito 3-1) at Milwaukee
(Estrada 0-3). 110 p.m
Washington (E Jackson 1-1) at
Philadelphia (Kernels 6-1). 705 p.m
Atlanta (Hanson 5-3) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 2-2), 110 p.m.
Colorado (White 0-3) at Miami
(Zambrano 2-2). 7 10 p m.
Chicago Cubs (Samardzaa 4-2) at
Houston(W Rodriguez 3-4). 8-05 p.m
San Diego (Suppan 2-2) at St Louis
(Lynn 6-1), 8:15 p.m
L A Dodgers (Lilly 5-0) at Arizona
(J Saunders 2-3). 9 40 p m
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 7 10 pm
San Diego at N Y Mists. 7 10 p m
San Francisco at Miami, 7 10 p m
Philadelphia at St Louis, 8 15 p in
American League
East Division
L Pct
W
28 16 636
Baltimore
26 1859t
Tampa Bay
24 20 545
Toronto
22 21 512
New York
21 22 488
Boston
Central Division
L Pct
W
24 18 571
Cleveland
488
22
21
Chicago
20 22 476
Detroit
17 25 405
Kansas City
15 27 357
Minnesota
West Division
L Pct
W
26 17 605
Texas
22 21 512
Oakland
20 24 455
Seattle
18 25 419
Los Angeles

GB
-2
4
512
612
GB
—
312
4
7
9
GB
—
4
612
8

Monday's Games
Boston 8. Baltimore 6
Kansas City 6, N Y Yankees 0
Toronto 6, Tampa Bay 2
Oakland 2. L A Angels 1
Seattle 6. Texast
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 4. Boston 1
Cleveland 5, Detroit 3
N Y Yankees 3, Kansas City 2
Tampa Bay 8. Toronto 5
Minnesota 9. Chicago White Sox 2
LA Angels at Oakland. 10:05 p.m
Texas at Seattle, 10 10 p m.

Adrenaline Fitness
4191/MX1381w!» MagN3S191

aco0.25/Month with NM:0320303days!
Murray City Employees monthly dues ear be reimbursed by employee
Wellness Program.
Personal Training ikvallabk for Certified Weight Management Program.
Located CbOlo Mason's Commonsaz Mil North
Former Gomm Patrons Welcome!
Contact IticloKIng 270-493-0504 or Stephanie IL. 270-20511954

A New Kind

of
Neighborhood
Watch
.

Invest in a new kind of neighborhood watch,
before the need to protect your home goes
from just being a thought, to being reality.
Call MES Security today to schedule your
free home consultation.

III

SECURITY

401 Olive Street
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5312
Follow us on:

D

Burglary Protection
Fire Protection
Life Safety Protection
Total Connect
Asset Protection

www.murray-ky.net
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Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MMS VISITS HOSPITAL: The fourth grade class at Murray Middle School recently toured
Murray-Calloway County Hospital to learn about careers in health care. They met physicians,
nurses, administrators and other staff who contribute to the day-to-day operations at MCCH.
Pictured, Joannah Rogers shows students a CT scanner and talks about careers in radiology.

Master(

010

Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

NEW GLUCOSE MONITORS: Lori Callihan, clinical educator at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, trains clinical staff on new glucose monitors that were recently acquired by MCCH.
The new monitors allow for more accurate readings, a higher analytical range, a smaller sample of blood needed to analyze and a faster analysis time of just six seconds.

SAC HO
F/KA CO
SERVICI

This weeks Pollen
Index is

HIGH

Would you hire a auto
mechanic to unclog your
drain?
Then why would you see
anyone but an
allergist for your spring
allergies or asthma?
Richard H. Stout,

41.111"onlarimmiliim

Photo provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently hosted a Kentucky Derby-themed Practice
Managers Luncheon for area managers to get updates on current and future activities at
MCCH. Pictured, from left, are Vicki Emerson, medical staff coordinator; Regina Williams of
Orthopaedic Associates of Murray; Shaun Barrow of Murray Ophthalmology Associates; and
Vicki Parks, vice president of finance.

,•••,

• Physician fully trained and qualified in the treatment
of asthma. allergies & sinus disease

•

• 40 years experience
• All forms of therapy FDA approved
• All evaluations done by physician

MCCH hosts practice managers luncheon
Special to the Ledger
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital recently hosted its sixth
annual Practice Managers'
Luncheon for the members of
MCCH's medical staff. This
provided an opportunity for area
physician practice mangers to
get updates on current and
future activities at MCCH.
There were several presenters
who addressed a variety of topics of interest such as Spring
Creek Rehabilitation suites,
Recruitment
Physician
Activities, 2012 Endowment for

Healthcare Campaign, Meditech
updates and new staff and physician introductions. There were
also great door prize giveaways
with the grand prize going to
Brinda Edwards from Dr.
Robert Williams' office.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for MCCH to show our support for their efforts and to recognize the contribution that each
and every one of them make in
the overall success of their
physician practices," said Vicki
medical
staff
Emerson,

Heated aquatics benefits
patients with arthritus, injuries
Special to the Ledger
Individuals suffering from
arthritis or recovering from surgery or an injury can sometimes
find it difficult to find a comfortable and effective workout
routine. However, the Arthritis
Foundation designed a special
heated aquatics workout program tailored specifically to
those needing to exercise without putting stress on joints and
muscles.
"The gentle activities in
warm water, led by a trained
instructor, helps individuals
gain strength and flexibility
while relieving pain and stiffness at the same time," said
Sean Stonecipher, exercise specialist.

At the Center for Health and
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, the heated
aquatics program has been a
proven benefit to those in the
classes. It has been so popular
that the staff had to keep a waiting list of those interested in
participating until recently when
two additionaL classes were
made available. There are two
new classes beginning the week
of June 4.
Instructors teaching the
classes are Stonecipher. Jordan
Williams and Laura Lee Angus.
Participants must bring their
own bathing suit but all other
equipment is provided. For
more information or to sign up.
call 762-1348.

resources coordinator. "1 feel
they are integral parts of our
health care team by supporting
the physicians and allowing the
physician to focus on the
patients."

ALLERGY, ASTHMA
& SINUS CENTER
allergist

Toll Free 1-800-756-5551
Office Locations: Murray, KY • Union City, TN

opening in 2004.
Jones graduated from Murray
State University in 2005 with a
BSN, and completed her MSN
at the University of Southern
Indiana in 2010. Jones joins
Albertson Family Medical fulltime and currently resides in
Benton with her husband, Chris,
and their children.
Albertson Family Medical is
expanding their staff to better fit
the communities in our region
and specializes in pediatrics and
adult care. To make an appointment with one of the Nurse
Practitioners
at
Albertson
Family Medical call,(270) 5270045.
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Albertson Family Medical
welcomes APRN Nikki Jones
Special to the Ledger
Nurse Practitioner Catherine
Nikki Jones . has -joined
Albertsou Family Medical,
working. with their team of
physicians and nurse practitioners to provide cornfirdiensive
medical care for patients of all
ages ip Marshall County and the
surrounding area. As a Nurse
Practitioner, Nikki can see both
pediatric and adult patients.
Nikki Jones. APRN, will be
joining the team of Dr. Bradley
Albertson and Debra Riley.
Nurse Practitioner at Albertson
Family Medical. The practice is
located at 543 Powell Lane in
Benton and has been serving the
Marshall County area since
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the hrst insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 094I-00391
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MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00009

PLAINTIFF,

SUNTRUST MORTGAGE,INC.,

010
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00591
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Successor by Merger to Chase Home Finance, LLC,

PLAINTIFF

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE
VS.

DENNIS TURNER,FIRST KENTUCKY
BANK OF MAYFIELD,

VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

CHERYL BURKE'rT.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on September 28, 2009, and pursuant to subsequent orders,
all to satisfy
the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88.571.39.
I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. May
25.
2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its
address being
1014 Almo Shiloh Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
A part of Section 34, Township 3, Range 5 East. and described by beginning
at a
stake on the North edge of the right of way of a blacktop public road known as
the Almo Shiloh Road, which point is at the Southeast corner cif the
land herein
conveyed and at a common corner to the lands of Alma Roberts; thence
North on
a common boundary to the land pf said Alma Roberts for approximately
765 feet
to a stake; thence West on a common boundary to said Robert for a
distance of
approximately 513 feet to a stake; common corner to Darnell: thence South
on a
common boundary to Darnell approximately 585 feet to a stake, thence
turning
in a Southwesterly direction, but continuing on a common boundary to Darnell,
for a distance of approximately 210 feet to a stake in the North edge
of the right
of way of the Almo-Shiloh road: thence East along the NOrth edge of the
right of
way of the Almo Shiloh road for approximately 480 feet to a stake
which is the
point of beginning. It is intended that all lands presently owned by Grantors
and
situated North of the Almo-Shiloh road, and which were obtained by them
as
part of the property described by deed which is of record in Dyed Book No.
87 at
page Nos. 248-249, are conveyed to Grantees herein.
Except: A part of Section 34, Tbwriship 3, Range 5 East. and being described
by
beginning at a stake on the North edge of the right of way of Kentucky
Highway
464, said point being the Southwest corner of the Rudy 1. Whitlock
property;
thence North with the common boundary with the Whitlock property for
a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake: thence West on a common boundary
with the Whitlock property for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a
stake;
thence South for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake in the North
right of way of Kentucky Highway 464; thence East along the North edge of
said
right of way for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake at the point
of
beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Wilse Edwards Dunnaway
and wife, Brenda J. Dunnaway by General Warranty Deed from Donald
E.
Robinson and wife, Mary E. Robinson. dated and filed December 9. 1980,
of
record in Deed Book 161, Page 1801, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk. Brenda J. Dunnaway derived full title upon the death of her husband,
Wilse Edwards Dunnaway Idied November 21, 1997 recorded in Book 270,
Page
5401, pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed.
And: A triangular tract of land adjacent to the Southwest corner of the 7.241
acre tract occupied by Dunnaway but is the property of RV. McKinney as per
Deed Book 153, Card 773, and is further described as followsBeginning at the Southwest corner of the 7.241 acre tract, said point being located on the North R/W line of Ky. Highway 464 and at the centerline of an
old
abandoned road; thence following the North R/W line of Kentucky Highway
464
the following calls; North 63 degrees 52' 13" West 72.06, North 55 degrees
03'
50" West 73.12, North 50 degrees 24' 16" West 110.55' to an iron pin; thence
South 84 degrees 19' 26" East and leaving said roadway 204.50' to a point iodated in the centerline of the aforementioned abandoned road:
thence South 2
degrees 5515' East and following the centerline of said road 124.00' to
the point
of beginning. This tract contains 0.328 acres and is sublect to any additional
RW
along Ky. Hwy 464 as may be of record.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Dennis Turner. a single
person, by Deed from Brenda J. Leech I f/k/a Brenda J. Dunnaway). and
husband.
Howard A. Leech, dated October 25, 2000 and filed November 1. 2000, of
record
in Book 359, Page 298, in the office of the Calloway County f'ourt Clerk.
Parcel Number: 067-0-0027-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be
paid in full within thirty 301 days. with sufficient surety bond, hearing
interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in
thirty i30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.

GARY L. MAY,
MARY E. MAY,

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 861,798.48, plus interest,
attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Friday,
May 25. 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout,
the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with
its address being
101 Gilbert Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as
follows:
A tract of land situated in the Town of Hazel, Calloway County,
Kentucky;
Section 34, Township 1, Range 4 East, and being more fully described
as follows:
Beginning at a point located on the South right of way line of
Kentucky 893
(Gilbert Street), said point being 168.50'East ofthe center line
of First Street.
said point also being 144' East of the Northwest corner of the
Hoyt Like
Property: thence North 73"00'00" East and following said right of way
84.88';
thence North 74" 19'20" East and still following said right of
way line 156.76';
thence South 22°3329" West 88.32; thence South 16°15'45" West
60.31'; thence
South 4°18'33' East 34.87'to a point in the centerline of a ditch; thence
South
31
.
11'06" East and following said ditch 53.69'; thence South 81° 3444'
West
133.08'; thence South 64°57'32" West and still following said ditch 41.36';
thence
North 12° 3840" West 194./0'to the point of beginning. This tract
contains 0.831
acres.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012,, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $75,584.77, plus interest,
attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Friday,
May 25, 2012. at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being
2955 Wrather Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as
follows:
A tract of land at the intersection of the Ellis Wrather Road (being a 60
foot
right-of-way) and the Spring Creek Church Road (beings 30 foot right-of-way
)
and which point of beginning lies at a point which is the Southwest
Intersection
of the right-of-way of said roads; thence South 2* 48'2' West for a
distance of
180.46 feet along the West right-of-way of Spring Creek Church Road to
a point
on Ronny Johnston Northwest corner marked by•7' iron rod; thence
North 85°
40'45" West for a distance of 624(erroneously referred to as 8241 feet
to a 1" iron
pipe; thence North 3°18'15" East along the Parrish and Sons, Inc. East
boundary
for a distance of 127 feet to a point lying 30 feet South of the centerline
of the
Ellis Wrather Road, being the Northwest corner of the tract hereby
conveyed and
marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88°5'21" East for a distance of
300.42 feet
to a point marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88°12'10" East for
a distance of
177.35 feet to a 1" iron pipe; thence North 87'46'50 East for a distance
of 146.15
feet to the point of beginning, marked by a l'iron pipe and which
point lies 15
feet West of the centerline of the Spring Creek Church Road.

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying
the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances
, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and
other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Gary L. May and spouse, Mary
E. May by
Deed of Conveyance of from Lavelle Stone, an unremarried widow, dated
May 1,
2006 and filed May 1st, 2006, of record in Book 642, Page 116, in the
office of the
Clerk of Calloway County

Except: A tract of land heretofore conveyed from Anthony P Marcum, et
ux., to
Solomon D. Anderson, et us., dated January 17, 1989, and recorded in Book
173,
Card 1200 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and being more
particularly described as follows:
A 0.841 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, December 1988, located at the intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
particularly described as follows:

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to
deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with
the balance
to be paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due
and
payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.

Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land,
said
point being a f4 rebar set of 30.00 feet West of centerline of Spring Creek
Church Road and 30.00 feet South of centerline of Ellis Wrather Road and
14.28
feet West of an existing iron pin; thence South 1°13'40" West 178.91 feet
with the
West side of Spring Creek Church Road to an existing iron pin at the Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land 16.00 feet West 87°51'37' West
221.98 feet with the Solomon Anderson North Property Line, Deed Book
169,
Card 784 to a #4 rebar set at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract
of land; thence, North 2°59'56" East 155.25 feet with the East side of Tract
1 surveyed this date to a #4 rebar set at the Northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land; thence, with the South side of Ellis Wrather Road, the following
bearings and distances: North 85°5T37" East 86.83 feet to a point; North
85°53'09" East 131.27 feet to the point of beginning. This property is subject
to
all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways.
Being the same property conveyed to Cheryl Burkett, unmarried, by deed dated
March 17. 2008 and recorded on March 27, 2008 in Deed Book 737, page 1 in
th,
Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent UM)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty 1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional secunty. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 25th day of April, 2012
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

060

NOTICE OF SALE

This 25th day of April, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

060
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Help Wanted

RN- CU/CCU
for 5 bed Unit
Full-time Night Shift

050
Lost and Found

Qualifications.
• Current state Registered Nurse
license
• BLS, ACLS
• Prior acute-care experience
preerred.

FOUND: 10 month old
kitten on Glendale &
16th Street. Must identify. 753-8124

ka
=
ii

060
Help Wanted

0E0

Apply online at
www.parkwayregionalhospitatcom
Parkway Regional Hospital
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, KY 42041

060
Ilelp Wanted

Help Wanted

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for full-time

This 25th day day of April, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

MURRAY STATE UNIVEFLSITY FOUNDATION, C.
Offers for sale by sealed bid a 2 bedroom, 1 bath home
located at 100 North 9th Street, Murray, KY The
house will he open for inspection between the 'hours.
of 5:00PM & 7:00PM on May 24. 2012, and between
the hours of 1000AM & 1200. nisin in May 26, 2012.
The house will he sold based on the hightsu sealed bid
received at Procurement Services, Murray State
University, General Services Building, Chestnut
Street, Murray, KY 42071 Bids will open June 8,
2012 at 2:00PM Bid forms will he available at the
house on May 24 & May 26, 2012. or from MS1"
Procurement. Contact Steven Stapleton at MS1"
Procurement 270-809-4099 and n•ference Mt.:R-2888-14
for more information

020
Notice

Mem

-

Due to the holiday our
deadlines have changed. Et
Tues. 5/29 Fri. 5/25 @ 10:00
Wed. 5/30 Fri. 5/25 @ 12:00
In Rai SP•

020

EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Shroat
for
City Council
Nov. 6th
THE Murray Ledger &
Tomes considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed/to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
U-PICK
BLUEBERRIES! 684 Crossland
Rd., Murray gam-7pm
daily. 270-227-0460

The Place to Start... Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the state of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY 42025.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently
accepting apptications for the following positions:
State Recestered Nursrig Assistants We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Mar Street I-4wy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center a
currently accepting applications for KMA
(Kentucky Medication Aide) full-time afternoon
position. We otter competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the state of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S.
Benton, KY 42025.
EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has
a part-time position for an experienced dietary
aide for nursing home environment. Must be

Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and
Rehab Center 2607 Main Street Benton. KY
No phone calls please E0E/AAE

Subscribe to the
MURRAY

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently accepting applications for the following
position. RN Midnight shift part-time We

LEDGER &TIMES

offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of

Home Delivery
3
6 mo.

Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Local Mail
3 roe....---$35.00
6 ins.----$63.00
1 yr. ---$110-1/8

Rest of KY/TN
iPurvew & B•dwrisi0

3 me....----$70.50

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has

6

a full-time position for a dietary aide/cook for

1 yr.—..-4120.•&

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me.---S75.N
6 me.
1 yr..—...---$145.119

nursing home environment Must be able to
work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please

Martin, Colson, Hale, & Henderson CPAs
in Murrray is seeking a CPA or CPA candidate
with experience in income tax preparation &
bookkeeping. Only applicants with 2 or more
years of experience should apply_ This is a full
time position with benefits including health
insurance and particpation in a company retirement plan Compensation will be based upon
expenencec. All resumes will be kept confidential. Mail resumes to: 502 Maple Street, Murray
KY, 42071 or email to. matthaleOrnchcpas.com

1111.1fill.

able to work days. afternoons and weekends.

EOE/AAE
EXPERIENCED Night
Time
Management.
Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In, Murray.
KY

LOCAL
company
technician.
seeks
Requires
computer
technology and basic
maintenance
skills.
Email resume to pocketsshell0gmail.com or
fax to 270-753-1328

I Cheek

Money Order

Name_ _
1
1 St. Address
1
City
1
I State
1
1
1
I
I
I
I.

Visa

M/C

1
Zip

Daytime Ph.____
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,BY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

I
I
I
I
a

CLASSIFIEDS

2,11 • Wednesday, May 23, 2012
060
Help Waled

Help *anted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
06/28/2012 THROUGH 12/15/2012 KY0451797
Edwards Farms Association - Hazel KY
2 openings
The prevailing hourty wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.$9.38 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE,HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCT1ON STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFF10E)205 S. 6TH ST.
MURRAY, KY 270-753-'062
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/16/2012 THROUGH 01/01/2013 KY0453678
Heath Shelton - Hazel KY - 5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.$9.38 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)205 S. 611-I ST
MURRAY, KY 270-753-C362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/01/2012 THROUGH 12/07/2012 KY 0448112
M E & M FARMS, MURRAY KY 6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed. PLANTING,
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO_
$9.38 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED. ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO
CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) 205 South 6th Street
Murray, KY 270-753-5362 USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW.
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYER'S COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

rat.
MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Lecturer/Director Center for Economic
Education, Department of Economics and
Finance, Murray State University.
Full time position.
Qualifications' Master's degree in Economics
is required. Familiar with the purpose and
operation of a Center for Economic Education
aligned with the Council on Economic Education
and the Kentucky Council for Economic
Education. Demonstrated quality teaching expehence at the college level. Demonstrated work
experience, scholarly activity, or professional
certifications to be considered Professionally
Qualified" for purposes of AACSB accreditation.
Certified Financial Planner or other protessional
designations are desired. Responsibilities: The
successful candidate will oversee the activities
of the Center for Economic Education which provides resources and training in teaching economics to K-12 teachers throughout Murray
State's service region. The Director is also
responsible for overseeing Dual Credit courses
offered by the Department of Economics and
Finance in conjunction with school districts in
Murray State's service region. Additionally, the
Director is to find ways to further Murray State's
institutional goals and priorities in the areas of
economics and financial education. The Director
will also teach two courses per semester for the
Department of Economics and Finance.
Application Deadline: May 31, 2012.
To Apply: Please visit www.murraystatejobs.com
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
WF/D, AA employer.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing-the
"help wanted section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FILL-1N delivery carrier
needed in Paris TN
area for June 8th &
11th-15th.
270-978-7978 for into
Time
FULL
BookkeeperfReceptioni
st with growing company. Must be a good
communicator, work
well with others, and be
able to multi-task.
QuickBooks
Experience Required.
Benefits package available. Send resume or
apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail.
1410 N 12th St Suite

RCS
Residential Cleaning
Services. Having a
clean house doesn't
have to be back breaking for you or your wallet. Call RCS today.
Free estimates.
270-970-4612

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.$9.38 HR.3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)205 S. 6TH ST.
MURRAY,KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

ir MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-time job vacancies at Murray campus.
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications
Mason $10.15/hr
Laboratory Technician I $9.25/hr
Apply online & view additional details at.
www.murraystaterobs.corn
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO. WF/D, AA employer.

pp/4

IMMANUEL Lutheran
Church is seeking an
organist for our Sunday
Services at 10:30am .
Please call
270-753-6712 for more
info.
MAINTENANCE
Technician - Full Time
for 87 Units in Two
Apartment Complexes
located in Murray and
Mayfield KY Having
own tools s plus Salary
based on experience Fax
resume to:
731-554-2322.
Manager
OFFICE
Opening at A Place
Called Home Murray
KY. Supervisory experience preferred, clear
background, reliable
transportation. Submit
resume:
sharris@apchomecare.com
RIVER'S Bend is currently looking for a
knowledgeable LPN to
fill the position of MDS
Coordinator for our 40
skilled bed/ 26 personal care facility. Prior
3.0 experience a must.
We are looking for
someone who is not
only resident focused,
but aslo focused on
employees and team
building. Please contact Kim Shoulders at
River's Bend 300
Beech St, Kuttawa, KY
or call 270-388-2868
ext 212

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR apartments in various locations starting
at $275/mo. Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
4BR, 2BA, all appliC/H/A
ances,
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $.145
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TIN) 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

c

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905. .
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFri.
gam-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

100
usiness
Opportunity
SEASONED business
man recently moved to
the Murray area and is
looking for a business.
If you have a good
business to sell at a
fair price. 270-2546121 or e-mail samdsugg @gmaitcom. All
information guaranteed
to remain confidential.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

Concepts SudoKu
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ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Top Prices Paid Fo
LEE JEWELRY

ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray. KY.
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells coins
(US and foreign)
at Trends-n-Treasures
in Murray. We buy
coins/collections and
appraise estates.
Dr. Futurnan,
270-753-4161

(270) 753-1713

MOBILE home lots.
Different sizes, all with
city water. 559-2032

7

3

TAKING applications
for cashier, waitress,
and grill cook. Must
have experience. Apply
at 104 South 5th
Street Murray KY.
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I SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS
MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

1991 21'
VB inboa
Good
includes tr.
270-227-5

'if you've got it, we can store it

HIGHWAY SO

STORAGE

520
Boats

GARLAND
RENTAL

STORAGE

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
•Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit
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Jones Roofing Co.

Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
,without all the mess

1985 Asiru
w/200 hi
power trim,
spider rig
thrust
motorguid:
motor, h
matrix 37,
hummingbi
depth find
tine RN
Garage k
condition.
trailor. $6,"
753-5940

'Tear Offs
*Recovers *Repairs

ROOFING

530
-4111,

Locally owned Licensed & Insured
"Quality workmanship you can depend on!"

270-293-0354

need somewhere lo
We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

28R I BA completely
remodeled, large yard.
No pets. $750/month
including utilities plus
first and last months
rent. Puryear TN 2 references and background check required.
Available May 1st
after
731-676-6936
5:30 PM
2BR,
IBA, 2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
Home.
3BR
IBA
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher, C/11/A, garage
$800/mo 293-3710
In Town 38R, IBA, all
appliances- dishwashwasher/dryer.
er,
Absolutely
no
pets/smoking.
References/credit
check!
1 yr
lease
$575/mo $575/deposit.
Available July
270-293-5573
NICE 2BR Farmhouse.
7 miles from Murray,
Southwest area. $425
plus deposit. No pets
References.
270-435-4226.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
# 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

M

k Or Uwe

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

www.geclIc.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890

812 Whitnell Ave.•753-3853
Commencal Prop. For Rent
FOR RENT:
Commercial+retail
spaces at best rates
Excellent location at 41
N 4th St. with lots of
parking. Spaces range,
from 750-2100scift
Spaces can be modifk
to meet individual
needs If you are in
need of office space cw
270-752-0201
commercial
CDM
small
rentals
office/retail space. 500
A Maple St.
office/retail
Large
officesspace
3
1,000sq.ft warehouse.
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for info.

Murray Ledger & limes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
I', subject to the Federal Fair
!lousing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disenmination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any usch preference,.limitations or discnminahon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunitv basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P VAilam.(NCO(48-105).

WM MINIM
01•00,
1).,

OFFICE Space across
from new Court House.
307 N. 4th. 1600/sqft. 4
offices, 2 baths, 1 conference room, 1 reception room, new C/H/A
293$850 month.
8811 227-1918

Pots I Supplies
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858
400
Yard Saki
FLEA market every
Saturday of every
month plus 1st and 2nd
Friday of month. $5 for
20x20 spot Call for
details. Produce vendors welcome. Free to
public. 753-1462 6159
St. Rt. 94 E. in Murray.

1

1113Fake Property

FOR sale or lease.
3BR 2BA Lakefront
property with private
dock. Minimum 1 -year
lease. 270-873-7826.

3 lots in Deerwood
Estates. Lots 93 & 95
are together w/electric
pole on property. Lots
282 unit 1 has no
amenities. Call 928427-0058. If no answer,
call 928-231-7239.

Homes For Sale

Sole
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2BR, IBA, double lot.
Call Audrey
270-705-2636 for more
information.
Charming 2BR, 2BA
Home
on
Brick
1.25/acres with 28x32
to
Close
garage.
Marina.
Kenlake
Completely remodled.
Must See!! $129,999.
270-293-4493

FOR SALE OR LEASE
10,000/sqft office building. 6,600/ft available
Building lot for sale in
2011 Clayton, 16x80, Will divide. 1616 U.S
Candlelite
Estates_
38R, 28A, vinyl siding, Hwy. 121 By Pass
510.000 0.B.O.
Like New!
270-283-5650 or
270-293-4493
270-489-2525
270-293-8258
www mur.ayienger.earn www.rnurrsyie"ie-.com ww-e.inurrayiedger.com www trvrreyleiger.corr ,evrw.-erir•eyierfser.eoni www.murrayleeger,core
ix to ci m
OCT
'
•r.c 'si ININY n r; floe
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Hickory Woods is now Resident Assistants
for full and part time all shifts. Benefits
included. Training provided Please apply
at 84 Utterback Road, Murray, KY 42071.
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7
8

460

1-270-753
Carp
Construct.
lions, dec
ished hard
nate floo
home re.
damage. L
227-0587,

Wore your +fur

WAREHOUSES

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
E Sc::

Answer to previous puzzle

6 8 7
9 2 4
1 3 5
5 6 1

Murray

,
Rive
SBG R
Prof29

By Dave Green

2 1 46
3
7

39

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several grven numbers The obtect is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty 'ever
of the Concept's Sudoku increases trorn Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Houses For Rent

G, Murray, KY 42071.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2012 THROUGH 12/05/2012 KY446804
Ward Farms Inc.- Hazel KY - 2 openings

38R, 28A, C/H/A, on 2
lots
at
wooded
Panarama
Shores.
Pets welcome Call
270-759-4429 nights.

Murray Ledger & Times

HiUE

Don't Forgot!
If you haven't picked up a picture that was
used in a classified special section, you may
come by our office during our business hours
and pick it up.
OS11411141(
0rii.

LEDGER&ILIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071
Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Murray Ledger & Times
530

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Itiverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

6J•i

270-873-9916

Used Cars

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
30ft. bumper pull.
$8995 270-293-4602

store
enience
)tions
N 12th St
12th St
4irveillance

rage - Hwy 94E
today
unit

05

ig Co.

1985 Astroglass 175V
w/200 hp yamaha,
power tnm, 3 seats and
spider rig bar, 67#
thrust
12-24
motorguide
trolling
motor, hummingbird
matrix 37,
hummingbird LCR4-ID
depth finders. raymarine RN300 GPS.
Garage kept. Great
condition. New tires on
trailor. $6,500.00. Call
753-5940 M-TH

lairs
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1-270-753-0353
All
Carpentry
Construction,
additions, decks, pre-finished hard wood, laminate floors, mobile
home repair, water
damage. Larry Nimmo
227-0587,762-7643
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
731-363-0166.
EDWARDS PLUMBING
Service calls, new construction,
water
heaters, water lines,
sewer lines. Senior discounts
270-293-5509 or
270-906-2072

FIVE STAR
CONSTRUCTION
We will beat anybody's

including
METAL ROOFS.
'Free Estimates!'

27422713492
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
'Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL

*2.4 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Gnnding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
G&H
CONTRACTING'S
CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPES
,e Decorative
Fencing
.Decking
Lic. L Ins.
FREE
CONSULTATION
(270) 978.2623

753-9562

6'Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

ALL GREEN
LAWN CARE.
Local. IciNihk.,

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480
GOT Grass? Well, I've
got the mower, Call me
for an estimate
270-227-6411

and affordalik'

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

I to,' c‘riniAlek

• weekly & special pickups

270-293-7220

• locally o%ticktioperated

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept mayor
credit cards. 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch

(270)293-8686

1101 Mei Heet I&
war Eagle Sem
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PAINTING
10\V 1 NW IS

270-753-2279
Pressure
BRAD'S
Washing. Serving the
Purchase Area for over
12 years. Insured &
tree estimates.
270-519-0913
COMMERCIAL 8 residential cleaning. Free
estimates 8 references
available. Cali Brittany
731-363-0159
Bulldozing.
Custom
Free estimates.
Greg Renfroe.
270-293-0371

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC

Reasonable Rates
Quality Service

270-293-8192

oxt v.rv

Mowing & trimming.
Small or large yards,
reliable and dependable. Shrubs, mulch,
hauling, gutter work
available. Call Steven.
767-9178978-7002
METAL ROOFS
THE LAST ROOF YO
WILL EVER NEED,

Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238

ROOF leak? Call a professional. Emergency
roof repairs and complete new roofs. Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AI9e80es HariciAtee

Scarfo
ction & Roof,
From the Roof
to te Floors
Free Estimates
Licensed and Insured
VuMSCiltIOLI tin aiOn MbS

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
"VII Do Insurance Work
y'sat. MasterCard Acceptec

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
YOUR trath is our
treasure. Colson O'Neal
Complete
Clean Up and Yard
Care Service. Free
estimates. 227-8138 or
436-2263
Tims's Painting

Handyman Services
Free Estimates
Call 270-492-6332
Leave Message

*Bushhogging
*Garden Tilling
*Driveway Grading
*Clearing
•Ponds
-Light Hauling
•Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
270-227-0906
411•IMI.

All *or Sepsis Nerds

Paving. scalcipating
• At, Mae Fees&
gm Chideis
Welt.• Cobden

& 1.1 •
-tOyrs

731-487-6456

www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING

(270)759-0501

prices on
ANY TYPE OF
CONSTRUCTION

1991 21' VIP Vincente.
V8 inboard. Cuddy.
Good
condition,
includes trailer. $8600.
270-227-5324

Johns to participate in literary seminar

Decks t
We I'
No Job To Smail
Jr visit Our ier
kentuckylakL
reModeling.coM

INTERIOR
EXTERICA
PAINTING
WALLPAPERiNG

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-4931
ESTIMATES'

'FREE

LAWN mowing. Free
estimates. Colby Fox:

270-227-9027

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will
be glad to help.

Murray Ledger
er, Times
270-753-1916

FREE
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Special to the Ledger
This summer, Dr. Timothy
Johns, an assistant professor of
English at Murray State
University, will participate in
the Nationalj-lumanities Center
Summer 16titutes in Literary
Studies from July 24-29 at the
National Humanities Center in
Research Triangle Park, N.C.
The purpose of the literary seminar is to examine J.M.
Coetzee's work and interpret the
forms and politics presented
throughout his multiple novels.
Coetzee, one of South Africa's
signature authors, has written
numerous novels concerning his
country's political stability and
the ethical issues present in the
20th century.
Robert Pippin, the Evelyn
Stefansson Nef Distinguished
Service Professor in the
Committee on Social Thought in
the department of philosophy
and the College at the University

Dr. Timothy Johns
of Chicago, will lead the seminar by forming small groups of
prestigious intellectuals from
universities across the country
that include Harvard, Notre
Dame, Duke, the University of
Tennessee and other prominent

institutions.
At the seminar, Johns and
other scholars will discuss
Coetzee's work in three-hour
sessions and consult the characteristics of each novel such as
the structure, perspectives, form
and content. The scholars will
also analyze the relationship
between the various forms of
Coetzee's novels and investigate
how these forms correspond to
issues in the political arena.
"The significance of the seminar is to investigate alongside
young, innovative literary scholars from around the country
some of the larger questions that
Coetzee's novels raise, both for
the study of literature and for the
greater political and ethical
questions of our time," Johns
said, emphasizing the importance of deciphering Coetzee's
work.
By attending the seminar,
Johns will be able to use the

knowledge and experience
gained there for the future,
including new ideas for his
classroom and book.
"The National Humanities
Center runs top-notch seminars,
led by some of the most
esteemed
intellectuals
in
America. The experience will
help my development as a
teacher and scholar by learning
different ways to approach
Coetzee's work and networking
with other literature experts,"
Johns said. "Also, I'm writing a
book on South African literature
from the 19th century. While
Coetzee's novels take place, for
the most part, in the 20th century, their formal patterns often
mimic earlier South African
genres. By studying this material and participating at the seminar, it will help me engage with
ongoing legacies of South
African writing."

New gate hours
set for FDNB
Special to the Ledger
As always, metal detecting and
DOVER, Tenn. — Effective other types of artifact collection
Saturday, May 26, the gates to are prohibited within FDNB.
the Fort Donelson National Seatbelts must be worn whenevBattlefield Main Tour Road and er a vehicle is in motion and
the Graves Battery Road will be speed limits are enforced by
_open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. radar with no tolerance.
according to Douglas J. Collecting wildflowers and
Richardson, chief, resource edu- harassing park wildlife is also
cation and visitor services.
prohibited by law. Pets are not
The incoming road gates will allowed on park trails and must
be closed 15 minutes before the be on a leash at all times.
actual closing time. As a
FDNB was established in 1928
reminder, driving around the to commemorate the Battle of
"Road Closed" signs can result Fort Donelson in February 1862.
in a fine or arrest, and not exit- Originally established under the
ing the tour roads_by the closing U.S. War Department, it was
time could result in your vehicle transferred to the National Park
being towed and fines assessed. Service in 1933. There is no
The roads will be open exclu- charge to visit. For more inforsively for pedestrians and bicy- mation ask a Park Ranger or call
cles from 8 p.m. until dark to the law enforcement staff at' the
provide a safe environment for Fort Donelson Ranger Station at
these recreational activities.
(931)232-5348 ext. 107 or 108

Photo provided

RESERVED CHAMPION: 4-H members recently competed in
the annual Area Variety Show after winning at the local level.
Jana Beth Forgey competed in specialty acts with a vocal performance "The House That Built Me". Forgey was named
Reserved Champion at the area competition and will perform
at the Kentucky State Fair in August. She is a member of the
CCMS Works 4-H Club and attends Calloway Middle School.

Laser shows return to GP Planetarium
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Back by popular demand, the
Golden Pond Planetarium in
Land Between the Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
once again feature Laser Light
Music Shows beginning Friday,
May 25.
Laser Light Music Shows
will be held Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
and Saturdays at 8 p.m. on June

9, 23, July 7, 28, and Aug. 11

and 25. All seats are $6.
Shows contain laser lights
synchronized to popular music
ranging from country to pop.
Featured artists include U2,Pink
Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Garth
Brooks, Johnny Cash, Willie
Nelson, George Strait, The
Beach Boys, Shania Twain, The
Beatles and more. A laser projector will fill the 40-foot dome
planetarium with laser lights

while bringing music to life.
Group discounts are available. Doors open 30 minutes
before show times. For a complete schedule and more detailed
information, visit www.lbl.org
and click on LBL Calender,
Come Outside and Play at
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
LBL provides outdoor recre-

ation and environmental education for the public to enjoy.
Visitors are encouraged to
review the website for a
Calendar of Events, updates on
programs and policies, safety
information, maps and temporary trail and road closures.
Additional LBL information can
be found by calling 1(800)LBL7077 or(270)924-2000.

level once more when the discussion involves an emotional or
financial risk Someone might be
attempting to wear you down
Don't weaken A boss. parent or
older friend might be on a rampage Step back Tonight Don't

must Given a little time, you will
another
gain
perspective.
Tonight Spend time with a playful, fun friend or loved one
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** When everyone else is
running around a bit like a chick-

avoid an important conversation

en with its head cut off, you
move in to resolve the issue.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, May 24,2012:
This year learn to use misunderstandings to clear the air, if need
be. You are direct and sometimes feel pressured, especially
at home or in your personal life.
If you are attached, attempt to
take that edge off. If you are single, note that you might project
yourself one way but actually
you are very different. Giving
mixed signals never works well
in a relationship. Try for unity;
others will enjoy relating to you
more. CANCER often provokes
a strong response from you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Stay centered, even if
the world seems wild and out of
control. Your efforts will pay off,
and someone you care a lot
about will be far more comfortable with you. Express your
thoughts. They will be better
heard than in the past. Tonight:
The party is at your pad.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Before you know it, you
could be in a power play with
another person. You don't want
to go there, as it is a no-win situation. Pressure builds if you
don't find a physical outlet for
your high energy. Be direct with
a child. Tonight: Return calls,
catch up on email and make
weekend plans!
.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
*** Curb a rebelliousness that
sometimes comes out. You could
make a difficult situation even
more provocative. Do you really
want that? Communicate your
thoughts without judgment, and
don't veer into controlling behavior. Tonight. Your treat.

by Jacqueline Mar
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** When confronted, you
can become difficult and shut
down more than anyone would
suspect. How do you think you
got the nickname of the Crab'?
Unfortunately, you might need to
shut down in order to make your
point. Angry words lust fall on
deaf ears Tonight Speak your
mind in a calm setting.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Back off of a provocative
associate who wants all the
credit and demands a lot of
attention on his or her terms You
could be overwhelmed by what
is happening. Make time for a

walk or another stress-buster

Tonight: Choose your words with
care.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)

**** Zero in on what you
want. With a child or loved one,
don't manipulate, or you might
not appreciate the end results.
Be willing to let go of a need for
control. Try not to judge. Work
on using better listening skills.
Tonight: Express your anger
appropriately.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your willingness to step
up to the plate, even if curveballs
and fouls are coming your way,
defines you. However, don't get
involved with two people who
are arguing more than need be.
They both think they are right
and want control. Tonight: Could
be a late night.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Reach out for an expert
or someone at a distance who
has experience with the issue
you are dealing with. You might
need to establish some firm
boundaries with a key person in
your daily life. This person could
have quite a temper. Tonight: Let
your mind wander. You will figure
out what to do.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Deal on a one-on-one

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your challenging and com-

manding way might add a tumultuous quality to a relationship.
Let go of a need to be in control
of others You will never succeed If you really were in control
of yourself you would have no
need to control others. Work on
yourself rather than Judge and
manipulate others Tonight Sort

through your options
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Avoid expressing defensive or hostile feelings You are
reacting to what you think someone said. Detach. Do what you

Your good mood might be the
result of a special tie. Your bad

mood might be the result of playing into a control game. You are
in control' Tonight. Start your
weekend early

BORN TODAY
Singer Bob Dylan 11941)
actress Priscilla Presley (1945).
England's Queen Victoria (1819)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at vnvw.jacquelinebigar.com.
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KOHL:

DUCHESS:

Russian Blue/Domestic
Short Hair-Gray Mix,

Calico/Domestic Long
Hair Mix, adult, female

eight weeks, male
sHFITFR HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
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tooking Back
Ten years ago
A story about the 101st Airborne Division returning home
from fighting in Afghanistan was
on the front page of the paper.
Pictured is East Calloway Elementary School student Randy
Dowdy playing with bubbles during Kids Fest held at the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel "Wimpy"
Jones will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary May 30.
In high school tennis, Calloway
County freshman Kelly Taylor, the
first Lady Laker to qualify for
the state tournament since 1987,
will face Alyssa Thornton, of
Danville, in the first round of the
tournament held in Lexington.
Twenty years ago
Whittany and Brittany Chapman,
twins, of Dexter, recently observed
their sixth birthday April 25 with
a party at Pagliai's, Murray.
A 3-1 decision by the Murray
Board of Zoning Adjustments
denied the appeal of Factory Discount Shoes to keep the fiberglass horse on display.
Calloway students participating
in the Latin sweepstakes competition included Jeff Hughes, James
Seefeldt, David Jones, Sarah
Richter. Heather Hosford Cassie
Cooper, Erin Grogan, Carrie Bell,
Jason Neale, Annie Forester, Jeremy Long, Tom Richter, Jay Herndon. Jason Leet and Milton Stokes.
Rhonda Faye Keel,student at Calloway County Middle School, had
been named an All-American
Scholar by United States Achievement Academy. She is the daughter of Kenneth and Doris Kell of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is Patrick Patterson,
Lisa Burkeen, Francis McDaniel
and Ericka Muskgrow, of North
Calloway Elementary School practicing- his technique in the standing long jump for competition in
the Special Olympics to be held
June 10-13.
Sherry Kay Newsome was named
the 1982 Murray High School
Chorus Music Sweetheart at a

spring concert held in the school's
gym.
Founders Day will be celebrated at First Baptist Church May
23. The church was organized on
that date in 1846.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith, of Murray, will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary with a reception
May 30.
Kate Hoffman, daughter of
Richard Hoffman and Deborah
Simons Hoffman, has been named
a 1982 United States national award
winner in journalism by U.S.
Achievement Academy.
Forty years ago
Karen Alexander, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Alexander,
had been awarded a $300 scholarship by Kentucky Future Homemakers of America.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs.Thomas Stephen Sammons on May 16.
Fifty years ago
Phyllis Gene Dowdy, daughter
of Elizabeth Dowdy and a senior
at Calloway County High School,
had been awarded a $200 scholarship to Murray State College by
Murray Lions Club.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp was
speaker at a meeting of Murray
Realtor Board at Triangle Inn. He
had been introduced by Hiram
Tucker.
Showing at Varsity Theatre was
"The Sins of Rachel Cade" starring Angie Dickinson.
Sixty years ago
The United States Army was
planning to form a recreational
area on Kentucky Lake, according to Paul Gholson, secretary of
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
The area was to be used by soldiers from Fort Campbell.
Elected as officers of Murray
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America were
Donna Knight, Ann Barnett, Carolyn Carraway,Betty Ann Nix,Sandra Lancaster, Nancy Parker, Patsy
Shackellford, Donna Tuck, Patsy
Buchanan and Carolyn Williams.

DEAR ABBY: From time to
time I have read letters in your
column about Peeping Toms. You
might find our experience interesting.
Many years ago, soon after
my husband, Klaus, and I arrived
as newlyweds from Germany, we
rented a small bungalow in L.A.
There were
seven of them
in two rows
behind
our
landlord's
Large home in
the front.
Between
our
little
house and our
next-door
neighbor's
was a brick
patio
that
By Abigail
extended
Van Buren
from our bedroom window to her back door.
Not long after we moved in, the
woman began looking into our
bedroom window on weekend
mornings, pressing her nose against
the glass. Because we were guests
in this country, we didn't want to
say anything, but we knew we
needed to stop her.
My husband came up with the
perfect solution. He placed a large
mirror in the window frame. Sure
enough, the weekend came and
she peered into our window. Seeing her face reflected back, she
dashed into her house and never
looked again. -- LILO IN COSTA
MESA
DEAR LILO: I like your husband's style. Your neighbor may
not have gotten the thrill she was
seeking, but she sure enough got
the message.
DEAR ABBY: There is a segment of the population that I have
not seen you address. It's the
many women whose dreams of
marriage and children never came
true.
Society gives so much atten-

lion to women who are pregnant
and have children. It is very difficult for us to hear people brag
on and on about their children
and pass around their pictures.
People need to develop sensitivity for those like me, who
prayed 25 years for marriage and
children, but who didn't get this
"gift from God." -- ALONE IN
THE NORTHWEST
DEAR ALONE: Parents bragging about their children and showing off pictures are natural reactions to having offspring. It is
not meant to punish the childless.
There are thousands of children who desperately need the
attention and affection you long
to bestow, so please consider
becoming an adoptive or foster
parent, or volunteer with an organization such as Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of America. The website
is www.bbbs.org.
DEAR ABBY: I am a freshman in college. I would like to
transfer to a college that two of
my best friends from high school
attend, and also change my planned
major. We have been friends since
seventh grade, and we would like
to rent a house over the summer
and remain in it during the next
school year.
My problem is my father. Daddy
insists that 1 shouldn't live with
my high school friends. He says
I should concentrate on making
new friends and see my old ones
less often. He is making it sound
like if I don't do what he wants,
that I'll mess up my entire future.
Am I wrong here? Would living with my friends be that horrible? -- MIXED UP IN NEW
YORK
DEAR MIXED UP: Your
father may be concerned that you
and your friends will be distracted and not apply yourselves fully
to your studies if you share a
house together.

Today In History
ing their Broadway roles as Helen
Keller and Anne Sullivan, opened
in New York.
In 1984, Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop issued a report saying there was "very solid" evidence linking cigarette smoke to
lung disease in non-smokers.
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush, speaking at the
U.S. Coast Guard commencement,
portrayed the Iraq war as a battle between the U.S. and al-Qaida
and said Osama bin Laden was
setting up a terrorist cell in Iraq
to strike targets in America.
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EVERY PAY IS JOST LIKE
EVERY CrTHER PAY

Dr. Konsaroft

you WASTE A LOT OF
MONEY ON CALENDARS

ADDING
cream, used in baked goods as
filling or frosting, doubles in volBEANS
Dear ume and holds its shape well when
Readers: whipped. Light cream usually is
When using added to coffee or other hot drinks
canned beans in place of milk.
Whipping cream doesn't whip
in a recipe, do
you draih 'and quite as well (doesn't make sense
the to me, since it's called whipping
rinse
beans before cream!) or hold its shape as well,
adding them, so it most often is used as a fillor just drain ing. -- Heloise
them? The brine from a can of SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
beans is a great way to add flaHeloise
vor to your dish. However, if you
P.O. Box 795000
are watching your sodium intake,
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
rinsing the beans after draining
Fax: 210-HELOISE
can cut the sodium. -- Heloise
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
CREAM CREDENTIALS
PRECOOKING PEPPERONI
Dear Heloise: What are the
Dear Heloise: My family loves
differences
among
HEAVY to have a pizza-and-game night
CREAM, LIGHT CREAM AND once a week. In an effort to keep
WHIPPING CREAM? -- A Read- costs down, we started making
er, via email
our own pizza. It is a lot of fun
There is a lot of difference! mixing all types of different ingreAnd it's mostly fat and calories. dients and never making the same
Heavy cream has 36 percent to pizza twice.
40 percent butterfat, light cream
Pepperoni is one of our favorite
has 18 percent to 30 percent but- toppings. Not liking how greasy
terfat (most often it contains 20 the pepperoni is. especially after
percent), and whipping cream has cooking, I came up with this hint.
30 percent butterfat.
I place a single layer of pepperCream rises to the surface of oni in the microwave, on paper
whole milk and is labeled accord- towels, microwave for about 30 secing to the butterfat content. Heavy onds and then put it on the pizza

to cook. There still is some grease,
but it seems like a lot less. -Julie D., Colorado Springs, Colo.
STIRRING SOUP
Dear Heloise: I like to eat
condensed soups, and I prepare
them on the stovetop. This presents a problem in that you must
constantly stir, especially with
creamed soups. I eliminated the stirring and guesswork. I measure out
the required amount of water and
bring it to a rapid boil, then add
the condensed soup and immediately turn off the heat. I stir to
mix and wait a minute for the
heat to saturate the mix before
serving. -- Edward T., Berlin, Pa.
COOKING HINT
Dear Heloise: A lot of recipes
call for you to place the lid on
a pot, but with the lid slightly
ajar for venting steam. I was having a particularly hard time doing
this with one lid, until I took a
binder clip and clipped it to the
side of the pot. This allowed me
to set the lid on top of it and
keep the lid from falling down. - Denise D., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Please use caution when removing the binder clip, because it
may be hot!
Heloise
(c)2012 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Scarlett's home
Game caller
Big galoot
Scot's topper
Seine summer
Spectrum end

as

Imps
in your dreams!"
Broad street
Hamlet, for one
Fortitude
Formerly
Candy bar nut
Sound of surprise
Turn red, maybe
Nabokov novel
Slippery
Kayo count
Brewery sight
Casserole bit
Conservative
Misstep
Push away
Museum topic
Useful abilities
Emulates Jay-Z
Shred
Fencing weapon
Invent
Forest plant
Damaged

36
37
38
40
41
42

F-'EIN NUT- S.(64
OUR TEACAER 15 MAD AT
ME BECAUSE r FELL
ASLEEP WHILE SHE IA)A5
READING LI5 A STORY.
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Block up
Cain's mother
Came together
Like bar beer
Void
Look
Beautiful boy
Shore bird
Kin of Ltd.
Fixed charge
Make speeches
Croc's cousin
'Rolling In The Deep' singer
Smoothing aid
Turn outward
Approaches
Contents of Pandora's box
Mover's truck
Diminish
LAM bloomer
Make printing plates
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Hints From Holoiso

By the Associated Press
inc of Aragon was declared null
Today is Wednesday. May 23, and void.
the 144th day of 2012. There are
In 1701, William Kidd was
222 days left in the year.
hanged in London after he was
Today's Highlight in History:
convicted of.piracy and murder.
On May 23, 1937, industrialIn 1934, bank robbers Clyde
ist and philanthropist John D.Rock- Barrow and Bonnie Parker were
efeller, founder of the Standard shot to death in a police ambush
Oil Co. and the Rockefeller Foun- in Bienville Parish, La.
dation, died at age 97.
In 1945, Nazi official HeinOn this date:
rich Himmler committed suicide
In 1430, Joan of Arc was cap- while imprisoned in Luneburg,Gertured by the Burgundians, who many.
sold her to the English.
In 1962, the movie version of
In 1533, the marriage of Eng- "The Miracle Worker," with Patty
land's King Henry VIII to Cather- Duke and Anne Bancroft repris-
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weekly until no lice are seen for
two or more weeks.
You should treat your daughter with insecticides only if she
has live (crawling) head lice. Do
not treat if you've seen only nits.
The insecticides used for lice
(called pediculicides) are available over-the-counter in drugstores. Most pediculicides are
applied as a shampoo,then washed
off 10 minutes later. A second
treatment is often necessary, about
10 days later.
These products work very well
for most people, but some head
lice are resistant to them. If live
head lice are discovered a day
after treatment, ask your doctor
about pediculicides that are available by prescription. The most
commonly used pediculicide is
permethrin.
Do not use products that are
not registered by the FDA as
pediculicides.
It's a good idea to launder or
change items (like clothes, towels or bed linens) that were in
direct contact with your daughter's hair during the last day or
so. Washing items in hot water
or drying them in high heat will
kill lice and nits.
Also, inspect everyone else
living in your home for head
lice.
Fortunately, head lice are less
common today than they were
years ago. They don't carry diseases, they don't jump to our
pets (and then back to us), and
they are easy to get rid of. Some
people are embarrassed if they
or a member of their family has
head lice. They shouldn't be:
Head lice can affect anyone.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My
daughter was sent home from
school with head lice. I'm embarrassed and worried. What should
I do?
DEAR READER: Don't be
embarrassed. Head lice are not
caused by poor hygiene or housekeeping. They simply are out
there in the
environment,
like termites,
which
can
affect
even
the cleanest
homes.
Head lice
small
are
insects that
infest the hair
on
people's
heads. When
By
they bite the
Dr. Anthony
skin to feed
Komaroff
on a person's
blood, their
saliva gets into the bite. The person's immune system reacts
against the foreign saliva. This
causes a lot of itching.
A single insect is called a
louse. A louse can lay more than
100 eggs, called nits. Nits attach
tightly to the hair, usually close
to the scalp. They are little oval
capsules, colored white or tan.
A person who has an active
infection with head lice normally has fewer than a dozen live
lice on his or her head at a time.
However, hundreds of nits may
be present. You remove nits with
a comb, as described below, and
lice with insecticide medicines.
First, add a hair conditioner
to your daughter's hair, wash it
out and lightly dry the hair. Then
brush it out to remove any tangles. Next, use a comb with very
fine teeth. Draw the comb in a
series of continuous strokes
through the hair. At the end of
each stroke, examine the comb
for nits and wash it. You may
need to do this several times
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